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Executive Summary: Climate Change and Capital Markets   

Scientific and empirical evidence of climate change is overwhelming. Although the exact timing 
and development mechanisms are still unknown, the risk of bringing our planet and its climate 
beyond an irreversible tipping point, and toward catastrophic scenarios, is no longer a remote 
possibility hundreds of years away. Carbon dioxide concentration levels have been accelerating in 
the recent past and are now close to thresholds that we should not surpass. However, nations and 
investors are barely moving at a speed consistent with the gravity of the situation. According to oft-
cited International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates, an additional $1.1 trillion in low carbon 
investments is needed on average every year between 2011 and 2050, in the energy sector alone, to 
keep temperature rise below 2°C. To this end, we have identified mitigation and adaptation 
strategies in the introduction that represent, if taken, positive steps in the right direction.  
  
Yet these high-level response strategies are just the tip of the iceberg. The focus of this report looks 
further “under the hood” with respect to climate change risks and how they create exposures to the 
global capital markets. Climate risk is a pervasive, systemic risk that affects all asset classes, 
industries and economies. Economic and regulatory obstacles to recognizing, properly evaluating 
and acting upon these risks are extremely difficult to overcome. In this report, we cover some of the 
issues that we consider most relevant to understanding the impact of climate change on capital 
markets. The remainder of this report is organized as follows:  

Section 1: sets the stage by summarizing the scientific basis for climate change and reviews the 
dominant strategies for responding to climate change.  

Section 2: details observations on challenges that exist in adequately integrating the economics of 
climate change into capital markets, investment decisions and core business practices. This is 
broken down into the following topics:  

a) Defining climate risk and exposure  

b) Misalignment of timeframes  

c) Uncertainties around carbon price   

d) Credit-rating agencies  

e) Re-Insurance and insurance markets  

f) Policy, incentives and constraints  

g) Risk assessment process / framework  

h) Geopolitical and market constraints  

Section 3: details options which may be explored to mitigate climate change.  
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Future Work: The authors have surveyed the landscape of climate risk and its impact on capital 
markets. We have performed an extensive literature review, attended conferences and interviewed 
the experts within this field. Herein, we have consolidated the research and findings of an extremely 
broad area of study and yet raise more questions than we have answers for. Here we provide 
recommendations for academia and industry researchers. We also see a pathway for exploring 
business opportunities that match long-term oriented capital to visionary opportunities – interests 
that at once provide attractive risk-adjusted returns while charting a course toward a more 
sustainable future.  
  
We offer the following high-level market-based interventions that would assist the investor 
community in characterizing climate risk and signaling its impact on capital partners, regulators, 
rating agencies, insurers and consumers:  

1. Climate risk disclosures  
2. Portfolio stress tests for extreme weather events and disruptive carbon policies  
3. Open source climate modeling  
4. Qualitative risk assessment processes  

  
The authors plan to continue this project into the Spring 2015 term by developing a new investment 
strategy following a climate-centered philosophy. This strategy shall be designed in a manner that is 
feasible to transition to a specialized investment vehicle if there is market interest in this area. This 
next phase of study shall be split into the following five phases:  

 
Market Research Phase: Research the state of existing funds and investment vehicles which claim 
to focus on the environment in order to address the following questions: Are there already funds in 
the market which are effectively addressing climate related issues? Are they for profit or non-profit? 
What are their investment targets and strategies? Are they focused on mitigating or adapting to 
climate change? What is the profile of their Limited Partners? What expertise do their fund 
managers possess? How are their fund managers incentivized and compensated? What is their 
performance?   
  
Prototype Phase: Structure a new vehicle / investment strategy addressing climate change. Using 
the results of the market research phase, in conjunction with our own views on areas for 
improvement and priority opportunities that we have separately identified, we will develop a new 
investment thesis and will specify how we would structure a new investment vehicle around it. This 
document will include outline details on the investment team, core themes and target areas for 
investment, along with a robust basis for justification, structure of the advisory board and the profile 
of our preferred partners, co-investors and board members.  
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Investor Feedback Phase: Present the draft thesis to potential Limited Partners. During this period 
we would plan a series of presentations and feedback interviews with family offices, endowments, 
venture philanthropists, foundations and other Limited Partners to test the acceptability of our 
investment model.   
  
Modification Phase: Update the investment portfolio and thesis as required to reflect the results 
received from the Investor Feedback Phase.  
  
Close-Out Phase: Upon graduation, present the final report and executive summary to the 
sponsoring faculty and follow up with interested investors identified during the course of this work.  
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1.   Introduction: Responding to Climate Change 

A. Climate Science at a Glance  

Global mean temperature has increased by 0.85°C since 1880, a trend that has been accompanied by 
rising sea levels, ocean acidification, reduced amount of snow and ice, altered weather and 
seasonality and extreme events such as severe heat, heavy rainfall and storm-surge flooding. 2014 
was the hottest year in 130 years of systematic record keeping. Nine of the ten hottest years on 
record have occurred since 2000 (see below):  

  
  
Global warming is happening beyond any reasonable doubt. The causes are known: an increased 
presence in the atmosphere of greenhouse gases (GHG), such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane and 
nitrous oxide. (CO2 represents 82% of the total, as shown below right). Atmospheric concentration 
of these gases has increased markedly as a result of human 
activities since the beginning of the industrial revolution (circa 
AD 1750), and now far exceeds pre-industrial levels. The graph 
at the top of page 7 shows CO2 levels over the past 400,000 years 
measured using indirect data. While fluctuations of CO2 levels 
between 180 ppm (parts-per-million) and 300 ppm have been 
normal, a dramatic ramp-up commenced in around 1950. Since 
then, CO2 levels have continued to rise. In May 2013, CO2 
concentration reached 400 ppm, rising to 401.84 ppm in March 
2015. Annual emissions of CO2 have doubled since 1980, from 
five to ten GtC (Gigatonnes of Carbon). The last time that Earth 
experienced this level of emissions was more than 50 million years ago.   
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The primary sources of CO2 entering the atmosphere are fossil fuel emissions and land-use change 
(predominantly deforestation and agriculture), which provide additional significant but smaller 
contribution (see below). About 45% of the emitted CO2 remains in the atmosphere, with the ocean 
taking up about 30% and trees and plants the remainder. About half of the CO2 entering the 
atmosphere is removed over a timescale of 30 years; a further 30% is removed within a few 
centuries and the remaining 20% will remain in the atmosphere for many thousands of years.  

  
  
The extensive half-life of carbon emissions (known as the carbon cycle inertia) coupled with the 
ocean thermal inertia, as well as the inertia in the existing fossil-fuel based economy, all point in 
one direction: global temperatures are likely to remain elevated long after emissions have been 
reduced or even stopped altogether, resulting in further warming and long-lasting changes to all 
aspects of the climate system, in turn resulting in an increased likelihood of catastrophic events.   
  
There is an abundance of literature describing and quantifying the potential consequences of climate 
change. Prominent among the authors of such literature is Lord Nicholas Stern, former Chief 
Economist of the World Bank, who predicts that climate change may reduce global economic 
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output by up to 3% and displace as many as 200 million people in the 21st century. A report released 
by Trucost (“Carbon Counts USA”, www.trucost.com) states that a failure to cut GHG emissions 
could lead to up to a 20% reduction in GDP.   
  
As concerning as these scenarios are, a range of possible future outcomes still remains available, at 
least in theory. If we continue on the current path, without additional mitigation efforts global mean 
surface temperatures are projected to increase by between 3.2 and 5.4°C over the 21st century, far 
above the 2°C limit that is universally considered as the threshold that should not be exceeded. This 
scenario could cause disastrous natural, financial and economic consequences.   
  
On the other hand, if increased mitigation efforts are accelerated to achieve substantial and 
sustained reductions in GHG emissions by establishing low-carbon solutions at scale, then 
alternative, preferable scenarios still remain within reach, conceivably reducing climate change 
risks to a manageable level. According to the IPCC, for example, a transition to a carbon free 
energy system by 2050 would achieve a greater than 50% chance of staying below the 2°C global 
warming threshold.   
 
  

   
  

B. Mitigation versus Adaptation  
  
The greatest opportunities to modify the path of GHG emissions and thereby mitigate against 
climate change lie in human endeavour – it is only by people’s efforts, innovations, investments and 
policy changes that this phenomenon can be addressed. These efforts can be categorized into two 
broad areas:   
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1. Adaptation: Adjustments and investments that society must make in order to limit the negative 

impacts of climate change.   

2. Mitigation: Efforts to reduce or prevent emission of greenhouse gases, such as investments in 
and use of new technologies, renewable energy, making older equipment more energy efficient, or 
changing consumer or business behavior.  

  
The choices and investments which are made in the 
short, medium and long term in these two areas will 
influence the level of climate change throughout the 
21st century. The long-term impact of mankind’s 
decisions, and the severity of getting it wrong, could 
lead to decision paralysis and fear of making any 
kinds of commitment. But given the uncertainties, 
the time horizon, the learning potential, as well as 
multiple climatic and non-climatic influences 
changing over time, decisions should be considered 
as part of an iterative and continuously adjusting 
risk management and investment process. As the 
climate change situation is re-evaluated over time, 
responses within the adaptation versus mitigation framework will be adjusted accordingly, and the 
corresponding investment decisions and capital allocation to climate-related projects will follow 
suit. The image shown below, supplied courtesy of the Climate Policy Initiative (CPI), gives an 
overview of climate-related financial flows in the US as at 2014. The sources, intermediaries, 
instruments, recipients and uses of finance may change significantly in the coming decades as a 
result of the iterative adjustment processes described above.   
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The greatest current concern, as identified by CPI in their “Global Landscape of Climate Finance 
2014” report, is that global financial flows are going in the wrong direction: a total of $331 billion was 
deployed in climate-related finance during 2013, down from $359 billion in 2012. The International 
Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that an annual average of $1.1 trillion in additional low-carbon 
investments is required between 2011 and 2050 in the energy sector alone to keep temperature rise 
below 2°C. Before attempting to understand why such a funding gap exists, it is first necessary to 
review in greater detail what is meant by adaptation and mitigation.   
 

C. Adaptation  
  
Given the certainty of continued global warming, maintaining investments to help populations, 
economies and eco-systems adapt to the changing environment is critical, particularly since climate 
change mitigation efforts have previously been derailed in a number of ways:   

1. Carbon emissions cuts and caps have not been consistently agreed by all nations.  

2. Considerable uncertainty around optimum climate policy serves as a disincentive to invest 
in innovative clean technology solutions or in the established renewable energy sector.   

3. There is little consensus on the magnitude of global warming, which ranges between 1 and 
6°C. Nobel laureate Paul Krugman recently wrote: “When it comes to climate change 
uncertainty strengthens, not weakens, the case for action now.” In reality, little consensus 
and uncertainty has the opposite effect.   

 
Increasing magnitudes of warming above pre-industrial levels increase the likelihood of severe, 
pervasive and irreversible impacts. The precise levels of warming at which abrupt and irreversible 
tipping points will be reached are unknown, although some climate change risks are considerable at 
1 or 2°C above pre-industrial levels. Should a mean temperature of 4°C or more above 
pre-industrial levels be approached, the risks will be potentially catastrophic, and may include:  

• Species extinction and loss of marine, coastal and inland water ecosystems  
• Breakdown of food systems, due to warming, drought and flooding  
• Insufficient access to drinking and irrigation water and reduced agricultural productivity  
• Compromise of normal human activities, including growing food or working outdoors in 

some areas for parts of the year  
• Mortality in periods of extreme heat  
• Risk of death, injury and disruption in low-lying coastal zones, due to storm surges, 

coastal flooding and rising sea levels  
• Extreme weather events leading to breakdown of infrastructure networks and critical 

services (electricity, water supply and health and emergency services)    
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An effective summary table of the different approaches and investment opportunities which could 
result from adaptation to climate change was presented in the “Fifth Assessment Reports of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Working Group II”, which is presented below:  
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D. Mitigation  
  
As already discussed, climate change mitigation describes the measures taken to reduce or prevent 
GHG emissions. Together, adaptation and mitigation efforts contribute to the objective expressed in 
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), Article 2:  
  

“To achieve [...] stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that 
would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system. Such a level should be 
achieved within a time-frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to 
ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a 
sustainable manner.” 
  
Substantial reductions in emissions can only be achieved by making significant changes in investment 
patterns, as well as by introducing innovations and new behaviours in a variety of sectors. It is 
estimated that average temperature changes can be maintained to within 2°C of pre-industrial levels if 
atmospheric concentrations of CO2 can be kept below 450 ppm by the year 2100. (Recall that as of 
March 2015, levels are approaching 402 ppm.) Assuming that economic and population growth 
results in steadily increasing emissions between now and 2100, in order to achieve that CO2 limit of 
450 ppm, substantial cuts of between 40% and 70% in global GHG emissions must be made by mid-
century, with a further aim of reducing emissions to near zero by 2100. 
  
The targeted outcome can only be accomplished through large-scale operational changes within 
those sectors causing the highest emissions. These are classified by industry in the chart below:  
  

Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Economic Sectors 
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The following represents a non-exhaustive list of measures that need to be undertaken in order to 
achieve the necessary reduction in GHG emissions:   
  
Energy supply  

● Decarbonisation of electricity generation  

● Renewable energy technologies and other energy technology  

● Replacement of current coal-fired power plants with modern, efficient natural gas 
combined cycle power plants or combined heat and power plants   

● Carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) technologies  

Transport  

● Technical and behavioral mitigation measures for all transport modes 

● New infrastructure and urban redevelopment investments and design   

 

Buildings   

● For new buildings, the adoption of very low energy building codes  

● Retrofits where established building stocks exist 

● Behavioral technology  

Industry   

● Upgrading, replacement and deployment of best available technologies  

● Innovation  

Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use  

● Afforestation, sustainable forest management and reduction of deforestation  

● Cropland management, grazing land management and restoration of organic soils 

Public policies   

● Cap-and-trade systems for GHGs (effect has been limited thus far)   

● Tax-based policies specifically aimed at reducing GHG emissions  

● Reduction of subsidies, such as those within fossil fuel industries, for GHG-related 
activities  
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2. Challenges of Integrating Climate Change within Capital Markets  

This chapter discusses the challenges faced by economies and global capital markets in recognizing 

climate change-related risks with regard to their investment decisions and core business planning.  

A. Defining Climate Risk and Climate Exposure  

Climate Risk refers to investment risks resulting from unmitigated climate change. It is categorized 
as a systemic risk, in that it exists across all asset classes in a variety of different ways. Climate risk 
must take into account the highly uncertain yet potentially severe impacts on the physical 
environment wreaked by climate change, as well as the accumulated economic impact of failing to 
have recognized the negative effects of GHG emissions thus far. Investors may therefore face 
significant climate risk without even realizing it.  
  
Influential organizations such as Mercer, CERES and Climate Policy Initiative (CPI) have further 
characterized the systemic nature of climate risk, by identifying several dimensions through which 
this risk materializes (“Navigating Climate Risk”, CERES, Sep 2013; “Climate Change Scenarios - 
Implications for Stategic Asset Allocation”, Mercer 2011, Wikipedia): 

● Physical risks are directly due to the increased probability of extreme weather events and 
related catastrophes, which place stress on natural resources. Physical consequences of 
climate change include both higher and lower temperatures dispersed across the globe, 
resulting in drought, flood, hurricanes, ocean acidification, etc.  

● Regulatory risks represent the costs that energy producers and users across the globe will 
have to face as a consequence of new policies that will be introduced to mitigate against 
the true cost of carbon emissions. 

● Reputation risk is suffered by companies that are publicly criticized for their high 
emission rates or other lack of environmental policy. The negative reputation gained as a 
result can lead to loss of custom.   

● Competition risk can become a reality for those companies that do not take measures to 
reduce climate risk. Their inaction may lead to increasing production costs caused by 
obsolete technologies.  

● Litigation risk is another risk faced by industries producing large amounts of GHG. 
Lawsuits may ensue as a result of damage, such as flooding or crop failure that can be 
traced back to emissions.  
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● Production risk is the term given to production shortfalls resulting directly or indirectly 
from climate risks. For example, hurricanes damaging offshore oil facilities may lead to 
reduced oil production and hence increasing prices. Similarly, electricity prices may rise if 
a heatwave reduces the supply of cooling water to inland power plants.  

  
Climate Exposure specifically addresses the potential portfolio gains and losses attributable to 
climate change. Assessing climate exposure requires looking at the near-term (three- to five-year) 
impacts of climate change on each business, nation or other defined entity. The process identifies 
and analyzes distinct economic metrics related to climate change (i.e. energy use, water resources, 
innovation, rainfall, temperature, etc.), which each entity uses as its benchmarks for economic and 
financial analysis relating to a business, project, locality or geography. Climate exposure is a 
distinct concept from climate risk in that it includes positive factors such as innovation, adaptation 
and / or mitigation, as well as risk factors that could have negative consequences.  
  

B. Misalignment of Time Frames  
  
The first, and arguably the greatest, roadblock to preventing concerted action by financial, corporate 
and political operators to address climate change is the misalignment of timelines and incentives. 
The image below, extracted from a CPI report, refers to the financial markets (although it can 
equally be extended with minor adjustments to political and corporate decision-making). The 
implication is that decision-makers operate along timelines that are congruent with the structure of 
their incentives, the time frame of their compensation and the duration of their profession. There is a 
huge discrepancy when it comes to climate change investing since the physical and ecological 
impacts of ignoring climate change remain for decades or even centuries, whilst portfolio managers 
are motivated to make investment decisions that maximize their short-term returns.  
 

Time Lines Misaligned between Financial Markets and Climate Change 
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A few institutional investors and fund managers may eventually pioneer a way of aligning their staff 
compensation with longer-term results, however it is questionable whether such rare examples 
could correct the misalignment on a large scale. The real opportunities, according to Ashby Monk, a 
Stanford professor and one of the thought-leaders in this field, lie with the big asset owners, who 
together hold up to $100 trillion of endowments, pension funds, insurance companies, family offices 
and sovereign funds. Such funds typically outsource the expertise and ability to make investment 
decisions to short-term managers through a long chain of principal-agents relationships, thereby 
contributing, albeit unknowingly, to the short-termism which prevails in today’s financial industry. 
By the time a direct investment is made, the ultimate objective of the asset owner is commonly 
overlooked, while he still bears the total cost of intermediation, which reduces his returns. 
 
Fortunately there are a small number of asset owners who are moving in a climate friendly direction 
while achieving out of the ordinary returns. Two in particular are worth a mention:  

New Zealand Superannuation Fund (NZSF): with $29 billion in assets and a 10.30% average 
annual return after costs. The NZSF restricts itself to investment themes with a long-lasting impact 
on economies and capital markets and which may not be fully priced, given their “slow burn” nature 
and uncertainty. Here, there is alignment between investment themes and the Fund’s long-term 
investment horizon. Resource sustainability, very much related to climate change, is one of the three 
themes that the fund pursues (emerging market segmentation and evolving demand patterns being 
the other two.) 

CPP Investment Board: with $219 billion in assets and a 11.7% five-year annualized rate of 
return. CPP’s stated mission is to maximize long-term investment returns and deliver performance 
levels needed to keep the CPP sustainable over many generations. This exceptionally long 
investment horizon shapes how CPP views opportunities and risk. By investing for future 
generations rather than the near term, they can invest where others cannot, such as in infrastructure 
and development of new energy capabilities. Two out of the four focus areas for CPP are climate 
change and water.   

NZSF and CPP clearly demonstrate that it is possible for the financial industry to overcome its 
inability to allocate capital for the ultra long term. As more players adopt this philosophy, long-term 
capital for projects to adapt or mitigate climate change should hopefully become more available.   
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C. Carbon Price or Lack Thereof  
  
Another major hurdle against effective climate change action is the lack of monetary disincentives 
to produce carbon. Bob Litterman, founding partner of Kepos Capital, is one of the most outspoken 
advocates for introducing carbon pricing and carbon tax. He raises the following arguments to 
explain why carbon pricing is essential:   
  
Accountability: The first principle is that any party that engages in dangerous behavior should bear 
the liability for the outcome of their actions. Those engaged in activities resulting in carbon 
emissions should be treated the same way. Carbon pricing creates the appropriate (dis)incentives for 
producers and consumers to reduce emissions by internalizing the costs of future damages caused.   
  
Insuring against risk: Homeowners buy insurance to cover the risk of a disaster because they 
could never afford the cost of a replacement home. Similarly, pricing carbon effectively acts as an 
insurance policy against catastrophic climatic conditions that may or may not occur in the future.   
  
Regardless of which justification may be chosen, Litterman recommends pricing the risk in a 
manner that creates appropriate incentives to reduce emissions. Furthermore, he advises that carbon 
should be priced immediately, then adjusted as circumstances change and as more data becomes 
available. Finding an appropriate price for carbon is a challenge and as a result a vast range of 
carbon prices has been proposed, varying from $5 per tonne of carbon (equivalent to 4 cents per 
gallon of gasoline) to over $200 per tonne (as much as $2 per gallon). In 2013 the US government 
estimated in their “Factsheet: Social Cost of Carbon”, (www.epa.gov) that each additional tonne of 
carbon emitted in 2015 would cause $37 worth of economic damage through decreased agricultural 
yields, harm to human health and lower worker productivity. The 2014 “Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change Synthesis Report” argued that the economic models behind that estimate should 
not be trusted, particularly regarding their assessment of worst-case scenarios, and contends an even 
higher cost. Finally, according to a recent study by Stanford University published in the journal 
“Nature Climate Change”, the true cost could be as high as $220 per tonne.   
  
Given this uncertainty and the high cost of the worst-case scenario, Litterman suggests a cautious 
approach by introducing a carbon tax in the range of $60-$70 per tonne. While the “correct” price 
(or tax) for carbon emissions cannot be precisely anticipated, at least introducing the tax will allow 
the market to adopt this instrument and then adjust as more data becomes available. In spite of the 
above arguments, the current rate of carbon tax is nowhere close to $220, $70, $37 or even $5 per 
tonne. According to Litterman, today the effective global price for emissions, after taking into 
account government subsidies (primarily in developing countries) for the production and 
consumption of fossil fuels, is minus $15 per tonne.  
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D. Credit-Rating Agencies   
  
Climate change is a systemic no diversifiable risk and should be priced into all asset classes, 
particularly long-term ones such as bonds. Although some progress is being made with pricing to 
reflect climate outcomes, there is still a long way to go, which may result in mispricing of such 
assets in current markets.   

Take the case of sovereign bonds, which represent over 40% of the global bond market, and are 
therefore one of the most important asset classes held by investors globally. Given the severity of 
worst-case climate change scenarios, it is reasonable to assume that climate change, resource 
constraints and stranded assets could eventually impact on any nation’s economy and thus on its 
ability to repay its debts. However, these factors are rarely analysed, valued or priced within 
sovereign credit risk analysis.   

There is some progress in the field. For example, Bank Sarasin (“Sustainable Fulfilment of Bank 
Obligations, July 2011”) demonstrated a positive correlation between the sustainability of a nation 
and the performance of its sovereign bonds, both in industrialized and emerging countries. Bank 
Sarasin concluded that sustainability represents a good leading indicator for changes in the 
creditworthiness of a nation. Credit ratings of more sustainable issuers tend to be upgraded, while 
the ratings of less sustainable issuers are downgraded once the relatively long-term sustainability 
themes materialize.  

Such progress, however, is far from enough. This type of analysis adds a valuable new layer of 
information to traditional analysis. In fact, a growing number of banks and investors are using 
sustainability data to supplement their own sovereign credit risk analysis. But as it stands, climate 
change (and sustainability) externalities tend not to be explicitly incorporated into the risk models of 
rating agencies. The result could be a significant mispricing of assets.   
  
Additional work is needed. The UN Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) and 18 
leading financial institutions recently partnered on the E-RISC initiative to analyse interconnected 
ecological and financial risks at national level, and has started advocating for the incorporation of 
climate and environmental risks into bond risk models. Their findings were reported in the “Phase 1 
Report: A New Angle on Sovereign Risk”.  
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E. Re-insurance Industry and Climate Risk  
  
The re-insurance and insurance industry (collectively referred to as the re-insurance industry) is 
inherently exposed to climate risk. Managing risks associated with extreme weather events and 
other natural catastrophes is a critical aspect of the re-insurance industry. Ultimately, re-insurance 
providers are liable for the increasing frequency and severity of climate-related damages, and a 
delay in responding to climate change-related risks might prove costly to their business. It also 
stands to reason that external pressure from regulators and / or rating agencies should drive the 
industry to deal with climate change risks if not initiated by business interests alone. 
 
The above formed the basis for this hypothesis: the re-insurance industry is at the forefront of 
understanding and pricing climate risk, and observations of this industry will provide clues to how 
climate risk will increasingly impact the broader capital markets. 
 
As part of our research, we undertook an extensive literature review as well as interviewing re-
insurers and investors with regard to their attitude towards climate risk. A cursory look into the 
literature reveals that re-insurers claim to use catastrophe and actuarial models that factor in climate 
change risks and that the science of climate change and its related business risks has been studied by 
a relatively small group of re-insurance providers, who may gradually lead the way in incorporating 
these findings into their risk assessments and business practices. However, a more detailed 
exploration of the topic suggests there are a variety of barriers which prevent any meaningful 
adjustment of re-insurers’ prices as a result of incorporating climate-related risks.  
 
When considering climate risk mitigation, most insurers only review the operations side of their 
business, i.e. how to produce fewer emissions during normal business operations. This is because it 
is the easiest and least costly aspect to address, but it is also the area where least impact is felt. 
Where they need to address the impact of climate change is in the liability side of their business. 
That is to say, climate change should be analyzed according to its impact on insurers’ balance 
sheets, specifically its assets and liabilities. However, the impact of climate risk on insurers’ 
liabilities is poorly understood and is not reflected in policy premiums, which leaves the industry 
quite vulnerable to risk. 
 

Different Sides of Climate Exposure  
  
When considering climate risk mitigation, most insurers only review the operations side of their 
business, i.e. how to produce fewer emissions from normal business operations. Without a clearly 
defined directive on how best to address climate change exposure in a holistic manner, most 
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companies primarily focus on their own operations since they are the easiest, least costly aspect to 
address, despite being the least impactful area within an insurance company.  
  
More significantly, climate change should be analyzed according to its impact on insurers’ balance 
sheets, specifically its assets and liabilities. Evaluating asset exposure to climate risks is the second 
most important side of the insurance business to evaluate and efforts are relatively minimal. The 
liability side of the re-insurance business is the most significant aspect of climate exposure and the 
most important to insurance firms, yet the impact of climate risk on insurers’ liabilities are poorly 
understood and not reflected in policy premiums, leaving the industry quite vulnerable to this risk.  

 
 

Barriers to Climate Risk Recognition on the “Asset Side” of Re-Insurance  
  

  Re-Insurers  Regulators  Rating Agencies  

How key industry players treat 
climate change risk from an 
asset investment perspective  

Mostly invest in bonds, 
which are price sensitive  
to well-known risks and 

rates, not CC  

Key focus is on firm 
solvency not  

sustainable investing  

Don’t have standard, 
credible methods to 

evaluate CC  

  
Recent declarations from the Bank of England³ have raised alarm that insurers could be highly 
exposed on the asset side of their balance sheet if their investments in fossil fuel-based assets 
become uneconomic as a result of the introduction of carbon mitigation and pricing regulations. 
Industry groups have suggested that the re-insurance industry may face increased external pressure 
to pro-actively limit climate exposure throughout their investments4. 

 
Re-insurer perspective: the majority of their investment activity is in fixed income instruments – 
mostly investment grade bonds – with far less allocated to equities or alternatives. The stranded 
asset exposure will be most acute for investors who place a large emphasis on equities and actively 
invest in alternatives. Therefore the alarm about stranded assets for re-insurers is largely speculative. 
Nevertheless, there remains a concern about the magnitude of the fossil fuel stranded asset base, 
which is a significant area of concern for the capital markets. It is, however, unlikely to cause re-
insurance companies to revisit their approach towards investing – since they predominantly invest in 
very generic straight-forward vehicles complemented by some alternatives and broad equity market 
indices. 

 
Regulator perspective: their primary concern is the solvency of insurance companies; guiding and 
incentivizing sustainable investment practices is beyond their regulatory mandate. Only if it can be 
proven that investing in green bonds, for example, reduces the risk of insolvency for insurance 
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companies, would that fall under the purview of the regulators. However, there is no definitive way 
to place added value on sustainable investment practices. 
One area of promise is in climate change disclosures. In the US disclosure requirements are being 
introduced at state level (e.g. in CA, NY and MA). However, they are lacking somewhat in 
specificity, such as meaningful guidelines and questions for insurers to respond to. In Europe 
insurance regulation is more centralized, so the disclosure practices may reach a wider audience.  
 
Rating agency perspective: intuitively, rating agencies are an ideal place to drive the adoption of 
climate risk considerations for insurance investment decisions. It makes sense for rating agencies to 
downgrade the credit quality of re-insurers that do not disclose or demonstrate their reduction of 
climate risk exposure. The key problem for them is that climate change exposure is poorly defined. 
No climate assessment methodologies or models have yet been sufficiently defined or universally 
accepted for rating agencies to make credit downgrade or upgrade decisions accounting for climate 
exposure. 

 
Barriers to Climate Risk Recognition on the “Liability Side” of Re-Insurance  
 
This is by far the largest and most vulnerable side of the re-insurance business, and therefore the 
most important area to adequately account for climate risk. Market imperfections also make it the 
most difficult area to act upon. Industries are mostly acting rationally given these constraining 
market imperfections and they are seeking to address the operational and, to a more limited extent, 
the asset sides of how climate risk is impacting the re-insurance business. 
  

  
In summary, in a rational, efficient market, one might expect re-insurers, especially property and 
casualty insurance, to address the range of business opportunities that exist in one of several 
different ways: 
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● Selling insurance policies: Instead of pulling out of coastal markets, re-insurers could 
adequately assess a property’s risk depending on local characteristics (e.g. building 
features, proximity to the coast, probability of extreme weather and catastrophe within a 
ten-year period), and price policies / raise their claim costs accordingly.  

● Risk management services: Assess and incentivize root cause mitigation measures (e.g. 
investments in building retrofits, energy resilience, etc and expand research and 
standardized modeling innovations to credibly assess the likelihood of increasing 
frequency and severity of climate-related disaster losses in the communities they serve.   

● Product innovation: Offer new products (e.g. green building and energy efficiency 
insurance products) to sustainably oriented consumers.  

   
Price Regulation in the Insurance Industry  
  
To a certain extent, one could argue that the insurance industry’s withdrawal from coastal regions in 
response to Hurricane Andrew in 1992 was an early acknowledgement of climate risk. It is worth 
noting that, rather than granularly analyse the specific areas that were too risky, they made a blanket 
“no-go” region within 25 miles of the coast. 
  
Regulation in the insurance industry means that premium prices cannot be adjusted sufficiently to 
pass the climate risk through to the customer. As a result, many insurance companies exit from 
unprofitable markets such as coastlines. They have little incentive to remain within a market where 
climate risk is elevated as it is not profitable for them to spend time exploring and accurately pricing 
the climate risk with the level of detail required if they are unable to charge a higher premium.  
 
The insurance industry in both the US and Europe is a socio-economic market place in that it is 
influenced by (i) misaligned incentives created by political pressure and (ii) high degrees of 
competition, where policies exhibit characteristics like commodity products, where consumers easily 
receive price quotes and switch providers to receive the lowest premium prices. In this market 
structure, if a US insurer acting with the best intentions tried to change its premium prices, the 
insurer would run up against (i) the regulatory oversight of a State insurance commissioner, who is 
an elected official and is motivated to get re-elected to another office at some point, and (ii) a 
competitive market place where consumers would and could quickly switch carriers and purchase a 
policy from an insurer that is not inclined to price premiums that take climate risk into account. 
 
The large insurance companies, which influence the price for premiums, are public-traded 
companies.  These insurance companies are in the business of making their stock price go up. In 
order to do this, they must sell more widgets (i.e. policies) than they sold last year and some contend 
that these widgets are underpriced to accommodate climate risk.  If something bad happens such as a 
catastrophe due to extreme weather, they are not penalized by their primary capital source.  
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Overall, if insurance company changed their pricing policies to account for the most accurate 
scientific predictions of climate change risk, a poisonous combination of reactions would follow. 

1. Regulators are going to limit insurance companies from raising prices, and likely question 
the credibility of evidence and debate the basis of their actuarial modeling. 

2. Given the politics of climate change in the US, policy holders (i.e. the average US consumer) 
will put pressure on the State insurance commissioner and / or switch insurance carriers. 

3. The insurance company’s equity investors will re-evaluate the underlying risk of the 
company given the two reactions above and potentially drop in premium volume that would 
result.          In the short term, the company’s share performance will drop as investors 
downgrade or sell their stock.  

 
Annual Policy Pricing  
  
Most of the insurance and re-insurance industry’s business is renewed annually. Consumers prefer 
one-year premiums and policy renewal because they expect their premiums to go down the 
following year.  Insurance companies prefer one-year premiums because they want to retain the 
right to increase premium prices for consumers the following year. Regulators also prefer one-year 
policies because, for consumer choice and protection reasons, they don’t want to lock policy holders 
into a long-term policy. Thus, premiums do not reflect long-term expected loss trends and there is 
inertia on both sides of the transaction that will keep this dynamic in place. 
 

Responses from the Reinsurance Industry  
  
Unlike the insurance industry, the re-insurance industry is not regulated by price. Since re-insurance 
is ultimately liable for losses incurred by weather-related damages, a delay in responding to climate 
change risks might prove costly. Re-insurance therefore seems to be the sector that will incentivize 
the creation of risk models that accurately reflect the risks of climate change. Unregulated as it is by 
price, re-insurers have the ability to send a real price signal to the insurance industry. This in turn 
would provide the insurers with the justification they need to stand up to regulators’ and consumers’ 
concerns. 
 
In practice, most re-insurers behave like the majority of insurance companies in that their behaviour 
is still driven by short-term profit-maximizing activities and most are not dealing with issues related 
to long-term risk mitigation such as climate risk. However, a small group of insurers including 
SwissRE and MunichRE are public about their concern regarding climate change, and have analyzed 
the issue in detail. They suggest that a gradual evolution of business practices will adequately 
address the medium- to longer-term risks identified. However, they are doing little from a pricing 
standpoint to charge their insurance companies for today’s climate-related risks. Another small 
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group within the re-insurance marketplace has been incentivized to price insurance products and to 
make investments that take a longer term view of climate risk. These are mostly smaller insurance 
companies who are taking into account a “new normal” for what is becoming the probability of 
extreme weather-related catastrophes. 
 

Possible Paths Forward  
  
At the moment, the key players in the re-insurance industry are locked in a cycle whereby they are 
acting rationally in an imperfect market. Insurers don’t face pressure to meaningfully address 
climate risk because, for the most part, their two sources of capital – their shareholders and the re-
insurance market – are not pressing them on the issue. So where in the system can the pressure be 
applied? 
 
Stress tests for rating agencies: in order for these to be effective, they would have to be clear, 
definitive and defensible with little room for interpretation. This would prevent a wide-ranging and 
meaningless set of results, thereby allowing rating agencies to have sufficient information to act 
upon so that they could, for example, downgrade credit ratings. 
Disclosures for re-insurance companies: this would put pressure on re-insurers to disclose their 
pricing policies in relation to the scientifically agreed anaylsis of climate risk. (Author: I had 
difficulty understanding your meaning, so please check that what I have written is what you were 
trying to say)  
Longer-term policies:  in the re-insurance industry, catastrophe bonds were the first insurance-
related product to provide multi-year insurance. (When were they introduced?) Given the two- to 
four-year duration of these products, events in the three- to five-year time frame become important, 
and this may be a lever in getting the industry to evaluate climate risks and other events that happen 
over a longer time period.  
Investor pressure: if an equivalent to “activist investor” were introduced within the insurance 
industry, its influential participants may pay more attention to climate change. 
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F. Climate Change Policy  
 
Former US Treasury secretary Hank Paulson commented in 2014 about the lack of strong climate 
policy action: “When the credit bubble burst in 2008, the damage was devastating. We’re making 
the same mistake today with climate change. We’re staring down a climate bubble that poses 
enormous risks to both our environment and economy.”  

Policy is crucial for climate change mitigation. One the one hand, economists have demonstrated 
that the laws of the market are not efficient in dealing with negative externalities such as pollution 
and CO2 emissions. On the other hand, there is a significant time misalignment between financial 
markets (investors’ risk and returns management horizon) and the effects of climate change. 
Policymakers can make changes to the laws that will help adjust the market equilibriums and bridge 
or accelerate the time cycles. The policy tools are well known: specific taxes, tax incentives, 
constraining regulations or legal initiatives. But the complexity of their implementation, as well as 
their potential side effects, should not be ignored.   

Domestic Tax Incentives 

There is little doubt that tax incentives have been the main factor behind the recent growth of 
renewable generation systems. One example is solar energy generation in the US. The Energy 
Policy Act of 2005 created a new tax incentive (30% tax credit for investment in commercial and 
residential solar energy systems) which, in 2008, was extended for another eight years. This has led 
to $66 billion being invested in solar energy since 2006 (out of a total of $100 billion invested in 
clean energy over the period).  

 
Source:  Solar Energy Industries Association  

Another interesting example is wind energy generation in the US, for which the tax credit expired in 
2013. Although the Wind Investment Tax Credit has opened up new financing models for small 
wind investments, the industry has struggled to compete against distributed solar.  
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Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance  

The same can be said for hydropower projects: after tax credit extensions enabled a mini-boom in 
hydropower investments, their expiration caused a 95% drop in 2014.  

The conclusions are clear: renewables cannot compete with traditional fossil energy if they are not 
incentivized with significant political will and sufficient stability. Governments do not need to make 
the tax credits permanent, but they do need to guarantee their application for up to ten years to sustain 
adoption growth along the learning curve. Time matters because renewable energy projects have a 
much longer investment payback horizon, so investors require visibility and policy stability in order to 
keep their cost of capital low.  
 

Investing in a Low-Carbon Economy 

The transition to a low-carbon economy will require massive investment. The scale of the annual 
global investment required in low-carbon technologies and infrastructures to prevent temperature 
rise going above 2°C is potentially enormous: “...investments in low-carbon energy technologies 
will need to at least double, reaching $500 billion annually by 2020, and then double again to $1 
trillion by 2030.” (International Energy Agency (IEA): “Energy Technology Perspectives 2012”.)  

Such investment will require transparent, tax robust, legally stable and cost-efficient investment 
structures that can be used to pool large quantities of capital, to leverage it with affordable market 
debt and to provide liquidity to investors (either in primary or secondary markets). In their 
remarkable paper titled “Invest but Reform – Smarter Finance for Cleaner Energy: Open up Master 
Limited Partnerships (MLPs) and Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) to Renewable Energy 
Investment”, Felix Mormann and Dan Reicher from the Steyer-Taylor Center in Stanford make the 
case for MLPs and REITS in the US:    

“Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) and Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) – both 
well-established investment structures – should be opened up to renewable energy investment. 
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MLPs and, more recently, REITs have a proven track record for promoting oil, gas and other 
traditional energy sources. When extended to renewable energy projects these tools will help 
promote growth, move renewables closer to subsidy independence, and vastly broaden the base of 
investors in America’s energy economy. The extension of MLPs and REITs to renewables enjoys 
significant support from the investment and clean energy communities. In addition, MLPs for 
renewables also enjoy bipartisan political backing in Congress.”  

It is interesting to note that the total market capitalization of the 107 MLPs was only half a billion 
dollars at the end of 2013 – a value inflated by zero interest rate levels and as yet unaffected by low 
oil prices. Furthermore, the proportion of institutional investment was only 30% by the end of 2012, 
reflecting both the fact that the tax equity built into the MLPs is more valuable to wealthy individual 
taxpayers and that institutional investors may have an issue with this rather small market being not 
sufficiently liquid to receive large amounts of institutional dollars. 
 

 

  

The tax incentives provided by governments only attract investors that have the capacity to deduct 
these tax benefits from existing liabilities. But they are not valuable for the large, tax exempt global 
investors who own vast amounts of capital at the scale that is required. 
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Source: Prof. Pfleiderer asset allocation lecture, Stanford GSB, 2015   

Incentives for De-Carbonization   

In addition to the adoption of renewables, other tax incentives will be needed to bring about an 85% 
reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050 – as some climate experts are calling for. By creating 
incentives, manufacturers are more likely to invest in technology that will result in lower carbon 
emissions. Carbon capture and de-carbonization technologies in existence today are costly to use 
and will only stand a chance of success if they are granted tax incentives. In addition, a competitive 
edge could be created for renewables by lowering the tax incentives that currently benefit the 
traditional oil and gas industries through their extensive use of MLPs. But here US Congress is 
unwilling to take measures against these giant incumbents, with their political and economic power 
to be game-changers.   

Carbon Tax  

Setting a higher price (or tax) for carbon-intensive energy use can achieve the desired outcome of 
mitigation against climate change. Such price-based policies have had various effects and their 
national specificities and circumstances make them hard to evaluate from a strict climate mitigation 
standpoint. The taxes collected may be allocated to some other purpose and the net effect on 
government budgets may be different, as consumers and producers can be negatively impacted. 
These mechanisms also present the risk of stranding assets and this in turn can penalize both 
producers and their investors. Generally, governments bear the largest portion of the value loss 
because either they own the assets (such as coal mines owned by the Chinese government) or they 
lose out on the taxes and royalties of such assets.   

Governments and government-owned companies will receive close to 87% of the net present value future oil production 
between 2014 and 2050 (Source: Climate Policy Initiative, October 2014) 
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Given the global nature of oil and gas production, curbing local demand is simpler than trying to 
reduce supply directly. Increasing the cost of fossil fuel for consumers will cause them to seek 
cheaper alternatives and / or change their consumption mix. Given different price elasticities of 
energy demand in the short term and in the longer term, the effect is first to curb consumers’ 
spending (negative for the economy as a whole), then to reduce suppliers’ profits if they cannot 
prepare for alternatives that have a lower cost of production and a lower cost of capital. So 
aggressive carbon tax policies would reduce the need for fossil fuel energy in the medium to long 
run. In consequence, fossil fuel assets would lose their value and become stranded assets. Climate 
Policy Initiative (CPI) calculated that 78% of emissions reductions are likely to come from coal 
assets, estimated at $3 trillion, and that 75% of the potential stranded value is related to oil assets 
(estimated at $18.5 trillion), which represent 14% of emissions reductions.  

The potential overall economic cost is daunting and could present a serious risk of negative impact 
on capital markets, leading to economic and financial instability. It is not surprising then that 
national policymakers are cautious and have different – sometimes conflicting – viewpoints about 
this stranding mechanism by prices and taxes. Net consumer countries can benefit from more 
collected taxes, while net producers may suffer from lower income and significant stranded values. 
Interestingly, discussions are taking place in the EU to reform the Emission Trading System so that 
the various attributes that made it irrelevant – such as the fixed cap and the large existing surplus 
allowances – are removed by 2017. With a gradual increase in carbon prices and a market stability 
reserve, a cost-effective route for de-carbonization may yet be found. 

Need for a Mix of Demand Reduction, Innovation and Balanced Policies   

 Demand reduction should be considered carefully because the resulting economic and fiscal effects 
can be very different (from -£3 trillions to +£7 trillions as estimated by the CPI), depending on 
whether the carbon tax policy is associated or not with accompanying policies to foster innovation 
and influence behaviors in a way that the changes in consumer spending habits benefit economies 
and avoid putting pressure on economic growth. 

Net benefits to different actors within the economy of  Net benefits of different actors within the global economy 
moving to a low-carbon pathway using only price-based of reducing demand without using price-based policy 
policy tools and already established technologies  tools ($ trillions) 
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Policy mix and appropriate timing are probably the best possible solutions from an economic and 
financial standpoint, even if it seems to delay the positive environmental results, because they will 
offer cost-efficient energy solutions and economic benefits, provide for more balanced impacts 
between economic agents, reduce the usual undesired effects (in terms of wealth redistribution) of a 
significant carbon tax system, and also help to develop transitioning solutions for suppliers, 
avoiding brutal stranding of values and aggravated economic crisis in net supplying countries, 
which are already experiencing difficulties given low oil prices.  

Areas of Regulation  

As well as the introduction of policy mix with tax incentives, carbon pricing and accompanying 
measures, policymakers needs to look at how they can encourage innovations with regard to the 
consumption asset of fossil fuels. It is critical to put pressure on companies to lower their energy 
needs. Such sectors as transportation need to transform their business models and cost structures in 
order to achieve energy efficiency. Utility companies should be replacing dirty plants with clean 
ones in accordance with the Clean Power Plan (CPP). Yet the fact that the CCP was judged 
unconstitutional in December 2014 highlights the difficulty in passing legislation with regard to 
these regulatory issues. 

Corporate and institutional reporting: Initiatives such as the Sustainable Accounting Standards 
Board (SASB) are promoting reporting standards that will enable the evaluation and comparison of 
the individual environmental performance of companies – useful for investors deciding where to 
reallocate capital based on climate exposure criteria. Under UN pressure there is growing reference 
to existing sustainability and reporting frameworks. Sustainability reporting has become a listing 
requirement on several stock exchanges in non-OECD countries. When introducing new policies, 
regulation and guidelines, governments are striving to harmonize the use of multiple frameworks, 
but there is still a long way to go before these reporting standards will be accepted as a single 
framework.   

Insurance: As discussed earlier, policymakers should influence insurance regulators so that 
insurance companies can deal appropriately with climate change exposure on both the assets and 
liability sides of their balance sheets, and also with their related operational risks. It is worth noting 
that after its recent warning this year to insurance companies, the Bank of England will deliver a 
report later in 2015 to the government on the financial risk posed by the “carbon bubble”. James 
Leaton, Research Director at the Carbon Tracker Initiative, responded as follows: “It is encouraging 
to see this major central bank seeing the need to move with the times and understand its role in 
dealing with one of the major challenges facing our economies today: climate change. We hope to 
see other financial regulators around the world responding in a similar fashion and collaborating on 
this issue.”  

Pension funds: Because of their size, the decisions made by these investors are of primary 
importance. Policymakers could accelerate changes in the way the asset allocation of these funds 
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are decided – by obliging the disclosure of the funds’ climate exposure and by introducing some 
mandatory diversification into clean or low climate-risk investments.  

Impact on Capital Markets   

Although widely acknowledged that many clean energy sources would become competitive with oil 
and gas if the latter were taxed on the emissions they produced, most commentators remain 
skeptical about the determination of policymakers to curb the traditional oil and gas industry. One 
reason for this is that today’s clean generation sources are not ready to be distributed in the same 
way that oil or gas are. Reducing CO2 emissions by using policy mix to limit coal energy demand 
and strand coal assets would be an interesting solution that would have a positive impact on climate 
change while limiting the impact on the capital markets.   

The rate of global economic growth required for capital markets to be prosperous is dependent on 
the capacity of large developing countries like China and India to increase their social welfare and 
improve their living standards. A carbon tax policy that would only increase the cost of energy 
would throw these countries into greater economic difficulties and threaten the stability of global 
capital markets. Therefore a balanced and progressive policy mix needs to accompany such a tax.  

From a financial standpoint, re-allocating capital from carbon high (or climate risky) assets to 
carbon low (or climate safe) assets requires investment decisions to be made based on valuation 
models that have been created using a more transparent and efficient reporting framework. It will 
take several years of sectorial development and adoptions, combined with national and transnational 
adaptations, before global investors can use a standardized framework.   

Finally, a global reporting framework needs credit-rating agencies to be much more efficient in 
evaluating climate exposure (or opportunities). Today, they lack the raw information they need to 
feed their models, leaving their credit committees unwilling to make decisions without reliable and 
consistent data. Were such a framework to exist, the potential impact on the green bonds market 
could be enormous: this market is today mostly the result of debt issuance by governmental or supra 
nationals (or government-backed debt when it comes to state-owned utilities and transportation 
corporates such as China Rail), and the process to qualify is cumbersome for private climate finance 
issuances. For this reason the market is not scalable today ($55 billion green bonds outstanding, 
while global bond markets are $100 trillion), but a global rating framework could certainly play a 
role and boost issuances from corporates if third party rating replaced self-disclosure and 
self-qualification as it is today.   

  
Source: Climate Bonds Initiative  
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Political Determination to De-Risk Renewables Investment  

Governments need to be clear in their willingness to leverage their public funding capacity and legal 
authority in order to play the role of catalyst. Sufficient capital does exist to make an impact, but so 
far we have only observed insufficient flows of capital for climate change mitigation:  
             

New investment in clean energy by asset class Q12004 – 032013 (in $ billions) 

  

Global climate finance dropped for a second year by $28 billion to $331 billion in 2013, according 
to the Climate Policy Initiative. This drop is mostly due to the reduced cost of solar infrastructure, 
which has gone down by 50% since 2010. However, it is still a long way from reaching the 
necessary investment of $500 billion per year. On February 10th 2015, the White House announced 
an initiative to catalyze $2 billion of expanded private sector investment in solutions to climate 
change, including investing in innovative technologies that have the potential to reduce carbon 
emissions. In September 2014, the French development agency AFD issued €0.6 billion ($0.8 
billion) in climate bonds – whose proceeds will be used for projects which “have a significant and 
quantifiable impact in terms of greenhouse gas emissions”. The force of such announcements is 
helpful in supporting the introduction of new low-carbon technologies and seed venture capital 
private funding, but the scale of the committed funds is still too small if we consider that it should 
also aim at leveraging the public funding and matching venture capital, or bridging the observed gap 
between VC funding technology development and institutional funding: 

    Clean Energy Project Funding Gap 
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With the collaborative initiative and support of policymakers who commit seriously to growing the 
clean energy infrastructures, mission-driven investors will be able to play an accelerator role in the 
transition. Once early stage technologies are de-risked with public initiatives, those investors can 
invest in projects that target climate change mitigation via independently managed vehicles 
targeting optimized returns thanks to an appropriate capital structure. The next stage is for global 
and institutional investors to follow on with more capital (equity or debt) to scale up and exploit 
projects.   

 
Capital Availability and Risk Tolerance 

  
Source : CalCEF Innovations White Paper, June 2010  

Investing in climate change mitigation requires trust in policymakers’ willingness to de-risk 
investors, given uncertainty and the absence of reference points. It is easier to establish on a local 
playfield because people have sale culture and know each other, but it becomes much more difficult 
and time-consuming to create trust at the global market level (think of a Dutch pension fund 
investing in India for instance.)  
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G. Risk Assessment Framework and Asset Allocation Process   
We have found that climate change exposure for asset owners and global investors is not generally 
viewed as a set of risks and opportunities, but rather as a core climate risk building within their 
portfolios. Despite the extensive use of sustainable investing by large public investors in their 
institutional communication, causality between environmental efficiency and financial performance 
is hard to demonstrate.   

Global institutional investors tend to stick to their traditional asset allocation models – managing 
their portfolios using strategic modeling with some periodic rebalancing to globally diversified 
benchmarks and managing risk with traditional built-in hedges by adjusting proportions of cash, 
bonds and equity. Uncertainty and complexity, which characterize climate change investing when it 
comes to evaluating the risk-adjusted returns of a portfolio of assets, might prevent portfolio 
managers from building their strategic asset allocation around the climate theme. However, it is 
possible to use a different risk management framework, which considers diversification across 
sources of risk rather than per asset class, and which goes beyond quantitative evaluation. We have 
found that mission-driven investors and family-owned endowments can more easily adopt different 
behaviors than global institutional investors for two reasons: the time horizon and the cost of capital 
can more easily be adapted to the requirements and objectives of climate finance.   

Sustainable Investing  
There is no denying that sustainable investing (that based on environmental, social and governance 
quality criteria – or ESG) has become increasingly popular over the last decades, and that it is now 
widely spread amongst institutional investors. Part of the reason for this is that companies with a 
good “G” scoring tend to perform better – at least there is sufficient positive correlation between G 
scoring and stock market performance to incentivize fund managers to incorporate ESG in their 
investment criteria. Another reason is that a lot of institutional investors have mandatory disclosures 
to make (such as those operating for pension funds and insurance companies), and failing to report 
on strategic ESG investing could damage their reputation. 

In June 2012, Deutsche Bank published the following on the basis of their research, which studied 
100 academic papers, 56 research papers, two literature reviews and four meta-studies:   

● ESG should be built into corporate strategy that intends to create shareholder value  

● ESG analysis should be built into any investment process to capture opportunities in 
sustainable investing  

● There is an observed correlation between ESG factors and superior risk-adjusted returns at 
securities level: lower cost of debt capital and equity capital, market-based outperform-
ance, accounting-based outperformance  
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The “E” scoring is therefore understood as being correlated to performance, but there are fewer 
studies on the E criteria because it is even harder to establish the causality between climate 
mitigation and performance – at least beyond the first easy mile where energy efficiency translates 
into reduced energy costs (see below): 

   
Summary of ESG Studies – Disaggregated and Aggregate: Correlation to Market or Accounting Based Performance 

  
 

Deutsche Bank concludes that a high “E” factor should be consistent with a higher stock return 
potential for investors in cases where early recognition of the environmental externalities of the 
company they are investing in will help them transform changing legislation (regarding climate 
change, carbon tax, energy efficiency) into opportunities. There will also be intangible gains to the 
asset value of these companies as a result of their improved reputation.  

However, there are other findings that mitigate the case for a straight causality between environment 
efficiency and market outperformance:  

● There is no evidence that energy efficiency is measured as environmental efficiency  

● There are findings that the market does not reward either “greenness” or “toxicity”  

● In “high risk or polluting industries, environmental performance is costly and reduces the 
operating performance of companies”   

● “The market’s valuation of environmental performance has been time variant”  
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Good “E” scoring is also correlated with a lower cost of capital, essentially from a cost of debt 
perspective but with significant differences among industries.   

Summary of ESG Studies – Disaggregated and Aggregate: Correlation to Cost of Capital 

  

The following statement was made by researchers Bauer and Hann in their paper, “Corporate 
Environmental Management and Credit Risk”, Working Paper, 2010): 

 “Environmental concerns are associated with a higher cost of debt financing and lower credit 
ratings, and (ii) proactive environmental practices are associated with a lower cost of debt.” This is 
because financiers (i.e. investors and banks) will add risk and liquidity premiums to the cost of 
capital for “firms with questionable practices, and higher default risks and dissolved stakeholder 
relationships associated with poor environmental management diminishes firm value.”  

In addition, researcher Schneider wrote the following about extremely polluting companies in his 
paper “Is Environmental Performance a Determinant of Bond Pricing? Evidence from the US Pulp 
and Paper and Chemical Industries”, Contemporary Accounting:  

 “There is an economically significant relation between a firm’s environmental performance and its 
bond yields” because “firms that have poor environmental performance will face future 
environmental liabilities related to compliance and clean-up costs due to increasingly strict 
environmental laws and regulations.” So, if the case is clear for excluding investments in companies 
with poor environmental scorecards, why doesn’t it happen more often? When looking at the 
performance of sustainable investing at funds level, the outperformance does not materialize. In 
fact, Socially Responsible Investing analyzed by Deutsche Bank at funds level shows a less 
compelling story than for securities:  
Summary of Individual Academic Studies Analyzing: 1) SRI Ratings and Correlation with Market Performance at the Securities Level 

(positive, neutral and mixed); and 2) SRI Funds and their Financial Performance 

  
Source: Sustainable Investing, DB Climate Change Advisors – June 2012   
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Today, the financial community behaves in a way that reflects its perception that the market does not 
price environmental efficiency per se, but only in cases of high risk or polluting industries, where 
environmental performance is costly and reduces the overall operating. For those investors that are 
benchmarked and incentivized to deliver the best possible returns, allocating their assets to fund 
managers that apply an investment strategy based on Sustainable Investing does not appear to be high 
on their agenda. 

Asset Allocation and Traditional Portfolio Management   

Most experts and academics agree on the fact that asset allocation decision counts for up to 90% of 
the variation of portfolio returns. This is a crucial part of the portfolio management process so 
understanding how it is handled gives an insight into why climate change can or cannot be 
incorporated into the decision process. We have discussed that climate change can impact on 
economies in a very significant manner, and research indicates that the cost of climate policy for the 
market to absorb was estimated to amount to $7-8 trillion cumulative to 2030 (based on Grantham 
LSE and Vivid Economics estimates). Additionally, investments in technologies could accumulate 
to $3-4 trillion by the same date, providing both risk and opportunities for investors. 

The nature of these additional risks make their quantification and probability rather complex to deal 
with. There is a large degree of uncertainty (unclear policy environment, unknown economic 
consequences in time and monetary units) and immense complexity (multiple actors, global issues, 
climate systems) that make probabilities hard to estimate. Hence quantitative models will fail to 
provide investors with the data they need to make rational financial decisions – they are incapable of 
using correlations and simulating portfolio volatilities appropriately, and can’t calculate expected 
values. Global and Institutional investors must develop new tools for their portfolio risk management, 
or envisage new frameworks of thinking. More specifically, to manage their climate exposure risk, 
investors need to think about diversification across sources of risk, rather than across traditional asset 
classes (bonds and equities). Before going into the details of such a new framework of risk analysis 
and management, it is worth recalling how global investors generally build their portfolio strategic 
allocation and manage their portfolio risk.   

Typically, global institutional investors will target a rate of return for their portfolio within a 
medium-to-long term range of time in relation to their tolerance for risk. Using statistical models, 
they will estimate future expected risk-adjusted returns based on the past observed volatility and 
returns of all investable asset classes. They will then form a combination of asset choices to produce 
the best possible risk-adjusted return on the optimal frontier. These investors then hire managers to 
invest the capital allocated to the various asset classes (US equities, Asian Bonds, European Loans 
etc). They continue to monitor the portfolio risk, asset class by asset class and manager by manager, 
re-allocating budgets based on a risk-adjusted return expectation. In this way they re-balance their 
portfolios of assets regularly (two to four times a year) reverting close to their global, diversified 
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benchmark (on the optimal frontier) and adjusting the overall risk with more or less risk-neutral 
positions such as cash.   

Switching to a less risky asset (for example a carbon safe asset) may generate lower returns. Unless 
investors want to reduce the overall level of risk of their portfolio, moving away from a risky asset 
(or a risky group of assets), or an asset (or a group of assets) that is perceived as getting riskier but 
without offering any supplemental return for compensating the additional risk, requires investors to 
find a substitute asset with at least the same expected return as the previous one, but with the same 
risk as before as well, in order to maintain overall portfolio equilibrium. The issue becomes one of 
determining whether climate assets have a different risk-adjusted return than others, and whether 
climate-sensitive assets will generate acceptable risk-adjusted returns so that the portfolio stays on 
the optimal frontier. 

It also raises the following question: are these climate-sensitive assets correctly priced today – in 
other words, moving from climate-risky assets to climate-safe assets could result in making the 
assessment that the market is specifically mispricing climate-related assets, and that one single 
investor without assymetric information compared to the market would have the capacity to figure 
out the correct price. In reality the following factors make this exercise delicate:  

• Uncertainty (due to climate systems complexity, and time horizon uncertainty of 
predictable material costs and destructions) is multi-dimensional and no relevant models 
seem to exist to deal with this kind of uncertainty; 

• The numerous local and sectorial specificities forming the global climate pricing problem 
demand a very granular and technical approach to financial modelling;  

• Rational investors are reluctant to be “smarter than the market” in such situations where 
they miss the relevant data, as market theory admits that the price in a non-regulated 
market results from an equilibrium that is formed with all information available to 
determine demand and supply levels. Unless some investors firmly believe that there will 
be a “policy cliff” that the market ignores (because of an extraordinary disruptive event, or 
a brutal and global change in carbon price), the market is assumed as being better at 
determining prices than any single investor.  

Moreover, in terms of their portfolio management priorities, large and regulated investors such as 
pension funds or insurance companies tend to focus on their more immediate and shorter term risks 
and objectives, which are listed below:  

● One to three years’ risk-adjusted-returns (so investors won’t price climate change 
exposure appropriately because the materialization of expected costs is far more remote in 
time and then investors will apply a high discount rate to these costs – maybe too high – 
that results in a small actuarial value);  

● Benchmarked returns for incentive calculation and peer evaluation;  
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● Asset-liability gap;   

● Mandatory regulated diversification  
  

Managing Sources of Risk  

We have established that managing climate change exposure risks poses the following problems:  

● Short term horizon of traditional equity and bonds valuation models is not aligned and 
comparable with efficient pricing of long term climate risk;  

● Unknown probabilities cause traditional pricing methods to be non-reliable  

Therefore, reducing risk by shifting allocation from perceived mispriced climate sensitive assets to 
climate safe assets that can be priced may not achieve the desired outcomes of both mitigating long-
term climate risks in the portfolio and maintaining returns expectations, and could even result in 
poorer long term returns. In a detailed public report from 2011 supported by IFC (World Bank 
Group) and Carbon Trust, the consulting firm Mercer estimated that as much as 10% of the overall 
portfolio risk of a diversified portfolio of financial assets could be due to uncertainty about climate 
policy.   

 

Contribution to Risk for Representative Portfolio Mix in ‘Default’ Case 

  

Source: Climate Change Scenarios – Implications for Strategic Asset Allocation  

  

The approach suggested by Mercer is a risk management approach, not a strategic investment 
approach. Mercer identified the climate change risk in the portfolio as being a systemic risk 
resulting in three different risks:   
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● Technology risks: additional low carbon investments (seen as an additional cost)  
● Impacts risks: cost of physical climate change impact and required changes  
● Policy risks: change in costs of emissions and subsequent stranded values  

Mercer’s recommendation is to increase allocation to climate sensitive assets that have these risks, 
but only to those that would benefit from climate change. Allocation to sustainable equities, 
renewable assets, timberland and agriculture could improve portfolio resilience because these 
climate-sensitive assets will outperform on a climate risk-adjusted basis. Even if these investments 
individually bear a higher risk, a portfolio approach with a tilt towards assets that can adapt to a 
low-carbon environment can reduce the risk through a specific diversification that would account 
for different scenarios, but would focus on their adaptability to a low-carbon environment. Those 
different scenarios are: regional divergence; delayed actions with higher costs; stern action (strong 
policy action and reduced emissions); and climate breakdown – see chart below: 

Impact of Scenarios on Source of Investment Risks 

  

 Each of these scenarios will translate into different impacts on asset values and performance. 
Allocation to sustainable equities, efficiency/renewable assets, timberland and agriculture could 
improve portfolio resilience in most cases.  
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TIPTM Factor Risk Sensitivity and Direction of Impact for Asset Classes 

  

Considering that not all countries have liquid, transparent and investable public equity markets, it 
appears that globally the best mitigators of portfolio climate risk are climate-sensitive assets such as 
timberland and agriculture, and renewable energy and efficiency investments made via Private 
Equity, Venture Capital vehicles and efficiency/renewable Infrastructure projects. They have the 
following characteristics:  

● Strong hardly diversifiable local bias   
● Low liquidity  
● Long time horizon  
● Subject to local policy and economical changes  

 As we will see further, we are hitting here one of the major constraints for climate finance to develop 
at scale: the large buckets of investable capital are in high income geographies (EU, US), while 
climate sensitive assets and impactful mitigation projects reside in India, East and South Asia, Russia 
and Africa. Global institutional investors will need a lot of confidence and appropriate risk-adjusted 
returns to significantly diversify their investments in those geographies.   
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H. Geopolitical and Market Constraints  
In an effort to assess how feasible and scalable the recommendation of Mercer can be, let’s try to 
understand how global investors allocate their assets.   

US Endowments and Foundations  

The top 850 endowments and 100 foundations in the US representing approximately $750 billion 
allocate only 8% of their funds to emerging markets assets and 13% to non-liquid private equity, 
venture capital and infrastructure investments (see chart below):   

 Detailed Asset Allocation by Asset Size: US Endowments and Foundations  

As of September 30, 2014 • Percent (%)  

   
Source: Endowment and foundation data as reported to Cambridge Associates LLC, December 23, 2014 | Endowments 
Quarterly | Author: Grant Steele, Jeremy Parsel  
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We can see that there seems to be a correlation between the size of the investors and their propensity 
to allocate to illiquid strategies in the climate-related assets. This can be a result of the complexity of 
investing in technological and real assets, as well as the difficulty of finding valuable projects when 
scarcity and relatively high demand may negatively impact on the returns. We will see later that a high 
cost of capital for some of these non-domestic climate finance projects is also detrimental to returns.  

Pension Funds  

Worldwide pension funds, which manage a total of $32 trillion, have an asset allocation that is 
largely dependent on national regulations. The chart below shows the allocation of assets for OECD 
countries in 2012:   
Pension Fund Portfolio Allocation for OECD countries, 2012 

  

Pension funds’ asset allocation also seems to depend on whether they are managing benefits or 
contributions defined plans:   
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We can therefore assume that allocating funds to climate sensitive assets and / or climate mitigation 
assets will confront global investors with a series of complications that may delay or prevent their 
deployment. The issues that they may be confronted with are listed as follows: 

• The need to expand the time horizon of their investments from short or medium term to long 
term may conflict with liquidity or regulatory constraints, due to:  
a) traditional oil and gas infrastructure requiring a 10-12 year investment horizon in 

contrast to renewables projects lasting between 20 and 25 years before returns are made; 
b) climate-sensitive investments, whether in technologies or infrastructures, lack liquidity 

as there generally don’t benefit yet from efficient investment vehicles that can be listed 
on liquid public markets.  

• The preference for investing locally in real assets (for risk management purposes) can 
seriously limit the set of opportunities for some investors who compete locally on a reduced 
number of opportunities, but hesitate to invest abroad because the risk profile of the 
investment would become inappropriate, mainly due to the following reasons:  
a) increasing foreign currency exposure which risks being constrained in certain portfolios;  
b) the cost of hedging which may affect the returns (even liquid, international currencies can 
become costly to hedge over long periods);  
c) lack of understanding / confidence in foreign policymakers adding to the uncertainty and 
increasing the discount rate of the cash flows, thereby reducing the expected returns.   

• Interest rates are expected to rise in the US and elsewhere, causing a significant risk for 
non-domestic capital to flow outside emerging markets. This is worrying because local 
government money that has been significantly invested in renewables energy infrastructures 
may not be followed nor leveraged by external capital.   

Stability, Scale and Liquidity   

India is one of the nations needing the greatest amount of foreign institutional capital to develop 
renewable energy infrastructures. But policy uncertainties and flaws, added to recent mistakes made 
by the Indian Central Bank, have resulted in massive inflation and lack of trust from financial 
markets and foreign investors. New Climate Economy estimated in its September 2014 report titled 
“Better Growth, Better Economy” that the cost of debt for energy infrastructure projects can add up 
to 25% to the cost of electricity. The reasons for this are numerous and not exclusive to India: 
immature financial markets, higher business risks, monetary disorders causing inflation and 
competing investment needs in a rapidly developing economy lead to more expensive and less 
available debt.   

These are major issues for most developing countries where long-term capital is not available. Much 
of the world’s global capital is concentrated in US markets, where there are plenty of stable and 
profitable energy infrastructure projects in need of it. However, it is still the case in the US that oil 
and gas projects capture the majority of this long-term capital. 
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 Capital markets therefore need clear and congruent policy decisions, in association with a global 
financial system in order to funnel the capital from high income pension funds to lower income 
regions where climate mitigation projects are most needed. In this the development banks and 
financial regulators are key actors.   

Almost three quarters of investments are domestic – private money is risk-averse when it comes to 
political and regulatory risks – so congruent domestic and local policies are needed to encourage long-
term capital markets transfers and to provide scale solutions and sufficient liquidity to global 
institutional capital, but that is something that can only happen over a long time frame.  
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3. Options to Mitigate Climate Change  

A. Emissions Abatement – Drivers and Scale  

Studies by McKinsey & Co have split the US CO2 abatement opportunities into two categories: 
those which create economic value for each tonne of CO2 avoided and those which incur an 
economic cost for the same outcome, as shown below. The former category predominantly consists 
of energy efficiency measures, such as installing LED lighting; improving building insulation; re-
using waste heat in Combined Heat and Power (CHP) applications; and introducing more fuel-
efficient transportation. Significant progress has been made in these areas over the last decade, due 
to the assets’ dispersed nature and lower cost being easier to finance, the introduction of tighter 
regulations and greener building codes and the respective industries promoting their benefits to 
consumers.   

On the net cost side of the balance, 
high impact initiatives include 
transitioning from coal to natural gas-
fired power generation; executing 
wide-scale Carbon Capture and 
Geological Sequestration (CCS) 
programs; upgrading Heating, 
Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
(HVAC) systems; and wider 
deployment of renewable power 
generation infrastructure. There has 
been significant progress with these 
technologies in the US since 2007, 
catalyzed by tax credits for renewable 
energy sources and the lower cost of 
natural gas since the shale gas 
revolution began in 2009.  
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Progress with CCS initiatives remains hampered by a lack of project finance in the absence of a 
predictable trading market for CO2 however. (CO2 is used in oil-price indexed Enhanced Oil 
Recovery applications) and the lack of a carbon tax incentive. Professors Lynn Orr and Sally Benson 
at the Stanford University Energy Resource Engineering Department have advised that CCS, which 
has been researched at Stanford since the mid 1990s, is now sufficiently technically understood to 

“go live”, yet it remains an uncompetitive 
option to integrate with conventional coal- 
or gasfired power generation without 
govern-ment policy support.   

A second way of viewing carbon 
emissions targets is the Wedge Model 
proposed by Socolow and Pacala. In their 
depiction, global emissions can be 
stabilized at 30 billion tonnes of carbon 
per year by adopting changes in 
technology and consumer behavior. Each 
wedge shows one of 15 possible measures 
designed to prevent 25 billion tonnes of 
carbon (92 billion tonnes of CO2) 
emissions over the next 50 years, split 
across the following sectors:  

● Energy efficiency (fuel-efficient vehicles and low energy buildings)  

● Agriculture and Forestry Management (cease deforestation and conserve farmland)  

● Alternative Energy Sources (wind, solar, nuclear, biofuels)  

● Carbon Capture and Storage (coal-fired plants)  

● Power Generation (efficiency gains from CHP and move from coal to natural gas)  

In summary, both of the above models demonstrate that a broad range of measures will be required 
to stabilize greenhouse gas emissions to levels necessary to remain within the 2ºC temperature rise 
limit advised by the IPCC. This range of opportunities provides the platform for a diverse 
investment portfolio under the common theme of climate change mitigation, spreading the risk 
across several traditional sectors, from utilities to auto manufacture and real estate to natural 
resources.  
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B. Prospects in Electricity Generation  

Electricity generation currently accounts for 35% of world primary energy use, with electricity 
consumption projected to increase at a rate of 2% per year. Fossil fuels are responsible for 
generating 68% of the world’s electricity, predominantly in large centralized facilities, and therefore 
these sites represent the most important target for emissions reduction initiatives. To add to the 
clean energy challenge, the International Energy Agency estimates that 19% of the world’s 
population (about 1.3 billion people) still lacked access to electricity in 2010, with this fraction 

expected to stay relatively steady due 
to the global population growth 
keeping pace with the rate at which 
new generation and distri-bution 
capacity can be built.  

Future growth in electricity demand 
predominantly comes from Asia, and 
is predicted to be met by a propor-
tionate increase in all fuel sources, 
according to the EIA’s 2013 outlook 
– a scenario which will not help to 
reduce GHG emissions given the 

high contribution of fossil fuels in this mix.  

In the US, the trend away from coal as a primary fuel source is beginning to reduce the power 
generation industry’s reliance on fossil fuels, the share of which reduced from 72% in 2007 to 67% 
by 2014. Of this figure, coal’s share of US power generation declined from 49% to 39%, being 
replaced by natural gas and wind as the preferred alternatives.  The reliance upon gas, wind and solar 
as the dominant generation types is expected to continue for several years until storage technology 
can be economically scaled up. 
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Modern natural gas-fired power stations produce approximately 65% less CO2 per KWhr than coal-
fired plants, and for this reason gas is promoted as a transition fuel, or “Energy Bridge”, to a lower 
carbon future. Gas will continue to be an essential energy source until utility scale energy storage 
technology is developed, due to the inability of renewable energy sources such as solar and wind to 
coincide with the hourly demand peaks faced by the utilities.  

Utilities refer to the “Duck Curve” to describe how the hourly fluctuation in grid electricity demand 
will become more pronounced as the renewable proportion of the generation mix increases over 
successive years. The ability to meet the short-term periods of peak demand can be met by either 
adding significant energy storage capacity or by installing generation infrastructure capable of 
rapidly injecting additional power into the grid when required. Since gas turbines are designed to be 

responsive to short-term demand 
fluctuations, their “Capacity 
Factor” is able to serve as a 
critical, though costly, stabiliz-
ation mechanism to complement 
increasing renewable sources, and 
for this reason, peaking natural 
 gas plants should not be 
excluded from a prudent climate 
change investment portfolio due 
to the practical grounds of 
managing demand load.  

Overall, the growth of renewable power generation capacity has far outpaced traditional energy 
sources over the past ten years, with installed solar capacity growing at over 50% year on year, and 
wind at over 25%. 
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This pace of investment has been supported by proactive policy measures, particularly in the US 
and EU, in conjunction with enormous technological improvements seen in photovoltaic costs and 
wind turbine designs, bringing down the unsubsidized levelized cost of electricity1 to now be 
competitive with conventional fossil fuel sources.   

 

 

                                                
1 Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) is defined as the discounted cost per unit of discounted energy generated over the system’s life  
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With renewable power still only representing 
20% of world electricity supply, the majority of 
which is hydropower, there is enormous scope 
for increased investment in the renewable sector. 
Indeed, as ageing coal and nuclear generation 
plants need to be replaced upon their retirement, 
a combination of renewable and natural gas 
plants is currently seen as the preferred strategy. 
Older coal plants typically exhibit lower 
efficiency, lower reliability and higher emissions 
levels than the latest Combined Cycle Gas 
Turbine (CCGT) systems, and it is largely this 
transition to a cleaner burning fleet which has 
resulted in a reduction in US emissions over the 
past ten years.  

Looking ahead, 51% of current US generating capacity (540 GW) is at least 30 years old and 74% 
of coal-fired stations are over 30 years old. In addition, many of the base-load US nuclear stations 
are due to be decommissioned within the next two decades. This renaissance of the power 
generation fleet represents an enormous investment opportunity for a new generation of energy 
infrastructure – comprising renewables, natural gas and, once the technology is ready, industrial 
scale energy storage.  

Nuclear Energy  

Following the Fukushima nuclear disaster in 2011, nations 
such as Germany placed a moratorium on deploying 
nuclear power in future, instead investing in renewables at 
an unprecedented level. In Japan, the 27% of electrical 
power that had been derived from nuclear was shut down 
almost immediately following the disaster, and has since 
been substituted by a combination of fossil fuels. Equally 
the US has turned away from nuclear due to the cheaper 
alternatives already described, although they still have five 
nuclear plants under construction and continue to account 
for 25% of global nuclear capacity.   
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However for several countries reliant on fossil fuel, nuclear power represents a core part of their 
generation strategy, with global nuclear capacity now reaching 378 GW. China currently has a 
further 28 GW of nuclear capacity under construction, followed by nations such as India, Korea, 
Russia and the UAE, which currently have an aggregate 22 GW under development.  Nuclear power 
is therefore expected to remain an important element of the non-fossil fuel electricity mix, though is 
unlikely to significantly impact future global emissions levels unless there is a breakthrough with 
fusion design.  
 
Reducing Methane Emissions  

The damaging impact of methane as a powerful greenhouse gas was underlined in President 
Obama’s 2014 Climate Action Plan. The Strategy to Reduce Methane Emissions specifically directs 
the EPA to assess natural gas emissions from the oil and gas industry. While natural gas is a far 
cleaner fuel than coal in terms of CO2 emissions per KWhr generated, this is tempered by concerns 
over methane emissions from drilling operations and leaks from surface processing, storage and 
distribution infrastructure. In the US, the Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC) have 
identified methane leakage as their highest immediate priority given the expansion in shale oil and 
gas drilling operations since 2009, coupled with methane’s powerful Global Warming Potential 
(GWP) of up to 87 times higher than CO2 in the first 20 years that it resides in the atmosphere.   

The first step in methane emissions control is detection, and in his keynote speech at the February 
2015 Stanford University Natural Gas Initiative, former Energy Secretary Stephen Chu emphasized 
the urgency of pinpointing leaks using emerging technology such as airborne laser spectroscopy.   
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The NRDC have estimated the cost of reducing methane emissions from the oil and gas industry to 
be approximately $1,000 per tonne, equivalent to $11 per tonne of CO2 and comparable to the cost 
of nuclear fuel or active forestry management in meeting the same goal. With the US oil and gas 
industry annual methane emissions in the range of 4 million tonnes (equivalent to over 300 million 
tonnes of CO2 near-term equivalent, or 6% of annual US CO2 emissions), further investment in leak 
detection and remediation offers the potential for material reductions in GHG via both regulation 
improvements and capital reinvestment.   

Transportation Efficiency  
Oil represents 33% of the world’s primary 

energy production, and is predominantly used as 
a transportation fuel. Improvements in vehicle 
efficiency have offset increasing car ownership 
in the US since 2000, with total domestic 
gasoline consumption declining 4% between 
2007 and 2014; this trend is expected to continue 
as the urban populations grow. On the other 
hand, vehicle ownership in China and India is on 
the increase, resulting in annual growth of 
approximately 500,000 barrels of oil per day 
(bopd) in global oil demand.   

Electric vehicles have been cited as the great hope for curbing global oil demand and reducing 
emissions, especially when paired with renewable energy generation. However, to date, their 
penetration  rates have been very low. The EIA estimates that by 2040 up to 10% of new vehicles 
sold will be EV or hybrid derivatives, although this forecast is highly dependent on the future oil 
price, as well as on advances in battery and manufacturing technologies, both of which govern cost 
of ownership. Fortunately conventional auto manufacturers are also being forced down the line of 
improving energy efficiency. 
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Innovative new firms such as Tesla Motors, who are investing $2 billion in their Gigafactory battery 
plant, are planning to raise annual output from 35,000 to 500,000 vehicles a year by 2020, yet this is 
still only equivalent to 3% of current US vehicle sales.  

In an address to Stanford 
Business School in November 
2014, Tesla’s CTO, J B Straubel, 
advised that Tesla’s intended 
manufacturing capacity of 500,000 
batteries per year would exceed 
the current known global battery 
manu-facturing capacity, placing a 
significant demand on the raw 
materials and minerals required to 
assemble these powerpacks at 
scale. If we include similar 
intentions of the major auto 

manufacturers such as Toyota, GM, Nissan, Hyundai and Renault, who have already announced 
their plans to introduce electric or hydrogen powered vehicles, battery manufacturing resources may 
prove to be an unforeseen bottleneck requiring significant additional investment. 
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WTI Crude Oil Price 

 

 

Future Oil Markets  

The oil price has historically fluctuated widely, reflecting the state of the wider economy and the 
supply and demand balance, which has historically been controlled by OPEC. The oil price fell by 
60% between June 2014 and March 2015 due to the success of US shale oil production, reluctance 
from OPEC (i.e. Saudi Arabia) to relinquish their market share to US independent producers and an 

easing of demand from the cooling 
Chinese and the Asian economies. 
As a result of this sudden price 
drop, many international oil 
companies have had to adjust their 
forward curve assumptions and 
“debook” significant commercial 
or contingent oil resources which 
they had previously judged to be 
viable. The magnitude of these 
“stranded assets” came as a 
surprise to some investors, while in 
certain instances it has helped the 
more environ-mentally aware 
investors to justify their decision to 
divest their holdings in fossil fuels.  

Our discussions with Adam Sminski, head of the EIA, and Khalid Mufti, former governor of OPEC, 
during the research phase of this project, have led us to conclude that, without a significant cut in oil 
demand through substitution of transportation fuel types, the oil price is likely to remain in the 
range of $3580 per barrel in the medium term. While this price range has resulted in the US shale 
producers levelling off their production during Q2 2015, it is still sufficiently high for the wider 
international industry to generate stable long-term profits, since in many regions (including 
deepwater) operating expenses are below $10 per barrel.   

With proven global oil reserves of 1.7 trillion barrels, an annual to reserves production ratio of 53 
years (see following page) and nearly 100% annual replacement through ongoing exploration, it is 
clear that the planet cannot afford to produce its entire reserves base if we are to meet the cumulative 
GHG emissions target. Once again, this raises the issue of listed oil companies declaring audited oil 
reserves, which may ultimately be stranded by limiting future demand on environmental grounds. 
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Since the adoption of an all-electric powered global fleet of vehicles will likely take many years, oil 
will continue to represent the primary transportation fuel, however the oil market itself may be 
segmented by the emissions footprint of oil extraction. In their February 2015 report, the Carnegie 
Institute identified the extraction of certain unconventional oils, such as heavy oil and tar sands, as 
incurring emissions equivalent to up to 50% of burning the oil itself. Therefore if divestment of oil 
holdings is to be proposed as a component of a climate change investment strategy, it should be 
directed at high emissions oil plays such as the Canadian syncrudes, and the infrastructure required 
for their transportation to market such as the Keystone pipeline.  

C. Incentivizing Carbon Price / Tax  

Carbon dioxide as a by-product of combustion is universally considered a waste product, and an 
externality that is currently untaxed in nearly all jurisdictions. As atmospheric CO2 levels climb 

above 400 ppm, the impending outcomes of ocean acidification, rising sea levels and the 
corresponding climatic changes will increase the net present cost of any consequences. In their 2003 
paper, Schwartz and Randall argued that major environmental changes may “destabilize the geo-
political environment, leading to skirmishes, battles, and even war due to resource constraints such 
as:  

• Food shortages due to decreases in net global agricultural production  

• Decreased availability and quality of fresh water in key regions due to shifted precipitation 

patterns, causing more frequent floods and droughts  

• Disrupted access to energy supplies due to extensive sea ice and storminess”  
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If these arguments are to be believed, the justification for introducing a price on carbon should 
only increase with time, and given this inevitability it would make sense to introduce a carbon tax 
while there is still time to alter the causes of emissions through improvements to investment, 
technology and policy.  

 

Emissions Trading Schemes  

The introduction of a carbon cap and trade system has been successfully introduced in California in 
conjunction with aggressive renewable portfolio standards for utility operators and declared state-
wide CO2 reduction targets. California’s quest to reduce emissions dates back to the Warren-Alquist 
Act of 1974, which established the Energy Commission and began a process to enact appliance 
efficiency and stringent building energy standards. In 2005, the state set a target of reducing GHG 
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 and cutting 80% by 2050. This was assisted by the California 
Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32) targeting a return of emissions to 1990 levels by 
2020 and providing a GHG cap and trade system initially covering utilities and heavy industry, 
which went live at the beginning of 2013. Although prices for the resulting carbon allowances have 
traded in the range of $1117 per metric tonne since the system was introduced, less than 20% of the 
2020 GHG reduction target is actually met by the cap and trade program (including offsets), the 
balance being met by direct regulation and other non-fiscal policy measures.    

The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) predated the California cap and trade 
scheme and operates on similar principles, issuing CO2 allowances to power generators and heavy 
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industrials. The system, which was designed to deliver a 21% reduction in CO2 emissions from 
2005 levels by 2020, achieved its targets by 2008 in the wake of the economic crisis.  

 

The reduction in CO2 emissions 
resulted in a surplus of allow-
ances, causing the permit price to 
collapse. The system has been 
widely criticized for issuing 
more allowances than required, 
yet these cannot easily be 
withdrawn without cross-border 
agreement between member EU 
nations. Overall this multi-state 
system has been challenging to 
operate, having taken ten years to 
establish itself as a credible 
system to affect climate change 
behaviors.   

Physical Carbon Market  

The prime market for CO2 in the US is for enhanced oil recovery (EOR), whereby CO2 is injected 
into oilfields to boost oil recovery and is permanently sequestered in the process. As a rule of 
thumb, one additional barrel of oil can be recovered for each additional 0.3 tonnes of CO2 injected, 
and therefore CO2 prices are indexed to WTI crude (i.e. typically if oil is $50 per barrel, CO2 would 
trade at $20 per tonne).  

 

Currently 67 million tonnes per year of CO2 (equivalent to 3% of annual CO2 emissions from power 
generation) are injected into US oilfields, the vast majority of which is extracted from naturally 
occurring underground CO2 reservoirs. In our research we have met with Summit Energy and NRG, 
both of whom negotiated CO2 sales contracts with oil operators while planning coal-fired thermal 
power stations fitted with CCS technology. Given the fluctuations in the oil price previously 
described, it has been very difficult for these CCS operators to sanction their projects since they are 
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reliant on a stream of CO2 related revenue to ensure commerciality and are limited in location to 
being sited adjacent to the West Texas oilfields which employ CO2 injection.  

Conclusions  

We conclude here that carbon cap and trade represents a viable mechanism to incentivize emissions 
reductions in conjunction with regulatory policies regularly updating emissions targets according to 
the macro-economic environment. Cross-border agreements between states can be difficult to 
achieve, yet standalone jurisdictions should be able to achieve material results if they are provided 
with sufficient autonomy to set their own local regulations. The commercial marketplace for 
physical CO2 purchase is too small and volatile to support the construction of large scale CCS 
projects and therefore, if these are to be competitive with conventional thermal plants, then 
financially assured support should be available for each tonne of CO2 sequestered, potentially 
rebated from a tax charged on each tonne of CO2 emitted by energy consumers.  
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D. Metrics  

In order to provide an objective assessment of where investments should be focused, the climate 
sensitive investor must understand how their investment will reduce emissions or allow the 
community to otherwise adapt to climate change outcomes. The United Nations Environment 
Program (UNEP) has set out emissions reductions targets across seven sectors in line with the 
rationale previously described, covering:  

 

A logical measure of investment efficiency would therefore be the annual quantity of GHG 
emissions saved per capex dollar invested, which will require details of the initiatives to be taken in 
each sector. For example, if a CCS system were fitted to a 1,000 MW coal-fired power station, it 
would approximately double the plant’s capital cost (adding +/ $1 billion), yet would result in an 
emissions reduction of approximately 800 grams per KWhr or 7.1 million tonnes per year, 
equivalent to an undiscounted carbon cost of $7 per tonne for a 20 year plant life. Additional costs 
would be incurred for CO2 disposal and site maintenance, as well as for the reduction in power 
output when operating in CCS mode. 
 
The costs for CO2 abatement for coal-fired power stations using CCS are among many presented by 
McKinsey at the start of this chapter, which depicts the life cycle cost for a range of abatement 
strategies. For smaller consumer scale investments such as electric vehicle purchase, an efficiency 
metric would be based upon the incremental cost of the car versus an equivalent internal 
combustion engine vehicle, divided by the difference in emissions between annual gasoline 
consumption and the emissions associated with generating the equivalent electrical charge to drive 
the same distance – an example calculation is shown below: 

Sector  Annual Reduction 
(GT CO2/yr)  

Power  2.2 – 3.9  

Industrial  1.5 – 4.6  

Transport  1.7 – 2.5  

Buildings  1.4 – 2.9  

Waste  0.8  

Forestry  1.3 – 4.2  

Agriculture  1.1 – 4.3  
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.  

Similar approaches may be derived for forestry and agriculture based upon the cost of conservation 
(lost product sales) versus associated sequestration benefits; and buildings and industrials in terms 
of capital and operating costs versus energy savings.  

With sufficient investment of time and cross-industry knowledge, McKinsey have already 
demonstrated that a series of reasonable life cycle estimates can be made to evaluate capital 
investment efficiency in terms of emissions mitigation, and this figure should be incorporated in the 
portfolio manager’s decision making when selecting investments which are both profitable and 
good for the environment.   
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Project Syndicate – Publishes and syndicates commentary and analysis on topics including global affairs, economics, 
finance and development. 

    Why the government should take advantage of lower oil prices to implement critical energy-policy reforms.  
    Kaushik Basu; Sri Mulyani Indrawati. “Cheap Oil for Change”. Accessed February 9, 2015.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KOFdkeE94VXVYM2M      
 

Wood Mackenzie – Global energy, metals and mining research and consultancy group.  
    Wood Mackenzie looks at the drivers of the oil price drop, the implications on the road to recovery and the outlook ahead 

with significant downside risks. 
    “Oil Price: Mapping the New Landscape”. Accessed March 4, 2015.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KUHNCTURLZVFSRFU  
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Insurance and Reinsurance 
 
https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B1BQvwv4UcQ1VllkdmZIMjUwb00  
 

Artemis – Provides a platform for information exchange and learning on the topics of weather derivatives, weather futures, 
catastrophe bonds, insurance-linked securities, re-insurance capital and investment, risk transfer intelligence. 

    Four documents about the impact of climate change in insurance / reinsurance. “Push for Natural Disaster Stress-Tests 
and ?” 

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KWlc0bnpjS2l6VFk  
 

CERES – Non-profit organization advocating for sustainability leadership. They mobilize a network of investors, 
companies and public interest groups to accelerate and expand the adoption of sustainable business practices and 
solutions to build a healthy global economy.   

    The aim of the report is to provide regulators, insurers, investors and other stakeholders with substantive information 
about the risks insurers face from climate change. 

    Max Messervy. “Insurer Climate Risk Disclosure Survey Report and Scorecard”. Accessed October 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KWnZ6MF9qZ2l4U0U  
 

Insurance Journal – Provides regional, national and international news and information to the insurance industry.  
    Why do companies have to take steps to mitigate their exposure to climate-related losses? 
    Don Jergler. “S&P Green Lighting Climate Risk Mitigation ”. Accessed July 10, 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KTFUwcnRtTDRhazQ  
 

New York Times – American daily newspaper. 
    Describes why global warming needs to be addressed by private institutions of risk management, such as insurance and 

securitization. 
    Robert J. Shiller. “Buying Insurance against Climate Change”. Accessed May 25, 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KcV9RM2wwYVAtM0E  
 

Property Casualty 360° – Resource for buyers and sellers of P&C insurance.  
    Describes the necessity for insurers to work on climate change mitigation.  
    Sam Friedman. “US Insurers May Start Feeling the Heat on Climate Change Mitigation”. Accessed January 15, 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KMEpzRkNsM28yWFE  
 

Standard & Poor’s – American financial services company that publishes financial research and analysis on stocks and 
bonds.  

    Most re-insurers do not believe that climate change is having a material quantifiable impact on their current risk exposure, 
nor do they think it is likely to do so in the near future.  

    “Climate Change Could Sting Reinsurers that Underestimate its Impact”. Accessed September 3, 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KOFdkT2xRMmxSQ3M  
 

Swiss RE SIGMA – The Swiss Re Group is a leading wholesale provider of re-insurance, insurance and other insurance-
based forms of risk transfer. 

    Disaster events continue to generate increasing financial losses alongside ongoing economic development and climate 
change could contribute to rising losses in the future. By pricing disaster risk, the re-insurance industry can help lower 
the costs of these events.  

    “Natural Catastrophes and Man-made Disasters in 2013”. Accessed 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KbVZYaDVDTVpRVTQ  
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Policy 
 
https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KclBvWmIwazlsakU  
 

Bank of England – The Bank of England is one of only a handful of institutions internationally with responsibility for 
monetary, macro prudential and micro prudential policy, and the operation of all of these to achieve policy outcomes. 

    This paper is divided in different themes: the Bank’s policymaking responsibilities, aspects linked to implementing these 
policies, understanding the economy and financial system.  

    Mark Carney. “One Bank Research Agenda”. Accessed February 27, 2015. 
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KQ3dNdUtwdFV4UW8   
 

Climate Change Capital – Environmental asset management and advisory business. They advise and invest in companies 
driven by the financial rewards associated with sustainable, low carbon growth.  

    The paper details different options for cities, regions, civil society and businesses to commit within the international 
climate process.  

    Dan Esty; James Cameron; Dena Adler. “Legal Models to Broaden Participation from Climate Change Leaders in the 
Paris 2015 Agreement”. Accessed December 2014. 

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8Kd2tfcGtKeU1PYzg  
 

The Economist – This journal offers authoritative insight and opinion on international news, politics, business, finance, 
science, technology and the connections between them.  

    What are the economic effects of environmental policies?  
    “Environmental Regulations May Not Cost as Much as Governments and Business Fear”. Accessed January 3, 2015.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8Ka2lCNkJHaU1OZ2M  
 

Elsevier – Academic publishing company that publishes medical and scientific literature.  
    Policymakers can reasonably expect benefits work to yield insight into the seriousness of climate change, and rough 

guidance as to actions that are justified today and leading to the future, but they cannot expect the problem of 
incommensurability of benefit estimates to be overcome.  

    Henry D. Jacoby. “Informing Climate Policy Given Incommensurable Benefits Estimates”. Accessed 2004.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KQ2N5SW13VmN2Z0U  
     
European Commission - Directive – The laws that are intended to apply within the European territory.  
    “Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council Amending Directive 2013/34/EU as Regards Disclosure of 

Non-Financial and Diversity Information by Certain Large Undertakings and Groups”. Accessed July 25, 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KUWxuYkNSdDlELU0  
 

Grantham Research Institute – Research centre at the LSE. The Institute’s research looks at the economics of climate 
change and aims to inform policy and academic debate.  

    They discuss the impact of environmental regulations on productivity, employment, trade, industry location and 
innovation.  

    Antoine Dechezleprêtre; Misato Sato. “The Impacts of Environmental Regulations on Competitiveness”. Accessed 
November 2014.  

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KWl9POGNiUnM1bE0  
 

International Panel on Climate Change – The IPCC is the leading international body for the assessment of climate change. 
It was established in 1988 to provide the world with a clear scientific view on the current state of knowledge in climate 
change and its potential environmental and socio-economic impacts.  

    Five reports intended to aid policymakers.  
    “Summary for Policymakers”.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KYUgyMlhCbWxVTms  
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Sustainability Accounting Standards Board – SASB’s mission is to develop and disseminate sustainability accounting that 
helps public corporations disclose material, decision-useful information to investors. 

    Overview of global developments in policy and regulation for sustainability and Corporate Social Responsibility 
reporting.  

    Teresa  Fogelberg; Wim Bartels. “Carrots and Sticks: Sustainability Reporting Policies Worldwide - Today’s Best 
Practice, Tomorrow’s Trends”. Accessed 2013.  

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KRFRoSG9GTHRwX2M  
 

Vox – An American news website.  
    Describes the uncertainty around the evolution of climate in the next years.  
    Clark Persson. “Uncertainty, Climate Change, and Global Economy”. Accessed November 21, 2008.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KOFdLbS14MHgyWWM  
 

Renewable 
 
https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KQ2ptOVlMZDBxQjA  
 

Financial Times – International daily newspaper with a special emphasis on business and economic news.  
    Analysis of the influence of institutions (and investors) in global warming.  
    Emma Boyde. “Investors Make Waves in Climate Policy”. Accessed March 14, 2011.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KWXp4VGpleENYWUE  
 

McKinsey Global Institute – MGI’s mission is to help leaders in the commercial, public and social sectors develop a deeper 
understanding of the evolution of the global economy and to provide a fact base that contributes to decision-making on 
critical management and policy issues.   

    This report assesses the potential reach and scope, as well as the potential economic impact and disruption, of major 
rapidly advancing technology areas.  

    James Manyika; Michael Chui. “Disruptive Technologies: Advances that will Transform Life, Business, and the Global 
Economy”. Accessed May 2013.  

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KQmJpRV9oMUJYY28  
 

Mercatus Center – Provides renewable energy investors on-demand software solutions and professional services to 
automate, standardize and simplify workflow from origination to syndication.  

    The report is based on data from more than 2,500 actual solar projects of more than 50 investors and 300 developers over 
the past two years.  

    “North America Solar Trend Report”. Accessed 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KY3Vrc3A5cG93akk  
 

Morgan Stanley – American multi-national financial services corporation.  
    This analytical framework helps investors better understand solar economics in the context of local regulatory dynamics, 

solar installation costs and solar operating conditions.  
    Stephen Byrd; Timothy Radcliff; Simon Lee. “Solar Power and Energy Storage: Policy Factors Versus Improving 

Economics”. Accessed July 28, 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0BxKuoyoB0CZ9fnY5NG4wV1YzMUVwa00wUzhDc0U1elpn

V3R4eFVDbWt1Z3N6THNOOGltWm8   
 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory – US primary laboratory for renewable energy and energy efficiency research and 
development.  

    These documents attempt to address key elements of a transition to a cleaner and more secure energy future. Natural gas 
and renewable energy.  

    April Lee; Owen Zinaman; Jeffrey Logan; Jaquelin Cochran. “Exploring the Potential Business Case for Synergies 
Between Natural Gas and Renewable Energy”; “Interactions, Complementarities and Tensions at the Nexus of Natural 
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Gas and Renewable Energy”; “Opprtunities for Synergy Between Natural Gas and Renewable Energy in the Electric 
Power and Transportation Sector”. Accessed 2014.  

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0BxKuoyoB0CZ9fnlUZXJPcldQdFFnQUFEbWxwd3gtaUZhNnd
QQ09xdjh6UlBKWFBueXR6QTg  

 
Solar Energy Industries Association – The SEIA is a national non-profit trade association of the solar energy industry in 

the United States.  
    The success of the Investment Tax Credit for solar energy projects exemplifies the importance of a stable policy for the 

private sector and reveals a high return on public investment in solar energy.  
    “The Case for the Solar Investment Tax Credit”. Accessed March 10, 2015.  
    https://drive.google.com/drive/#folders/0B1BQvwv4UcQ1WFpQckJJY25yd1E/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KQ2ptOVlMZDBxQjA/

0B0oUiQa7Nc8KfnlNZHRqdUJUZ0V6dlFWSC05MDJacDZVeDZOOGJUcEFMcTFkOVdjRzJ2azg  
 

Stanford GCEP – The global energy project at Stanford University seeks new solutions to one of the great challenges of this 
century: supplying energy to meet the changing needs of a growing population in a way that protects the environment.  

    Two documents. One is a brochure describing the milestones of the Global Climate and Energy Project and the other one 
analyzes the global energy flux.  

    “GCEP at Ten Years”; “Global Exergy Flux, Reservoirs, and Destruction”. Accessed 2012.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KYi11cXBNN00yOFU  
 

Sustainable Energy for All – Multi-stakeholder partnership between governments, the private sector and civil society. 
    The Global Tracking Framework report charts the course to achieve universal energy access, double the use of renewable 

energy and improve energy efficiency. 
    “Global Tracking Framework”. Accessed 2013.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KUXZkdDd3bTFib0E  
 

World Energy Council – The principal impartial network of leaders and practitioners promoting an affordable, stable and 
environmentally sensitive energy system for the greatest benefit of all. 

    The “energy trilemma”, a 21st century policy framework in three critical elements that involve energy that is secure, 
affordable and environmentally sensitive to reduce our carbon footprint. 

    The issues monitor provides a perception of what constitute issues of critical uncertainty, helps to define the world energy 
agenda and its evolution over time and develops a tool understanding the uncertain environment within which energy 
leaders must operate.  

    Timothy Richards; Sandra Winkler; Diletta Giuliani. “Catalyzing the Low-Carbon Economy”. Accessed January 2015.  
    John Bourne. “2015 World Energy Issues Monitor: Energy Price Volatility, the New Normal”. Accessed 2015. 
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KeTBPMGN3Wk9SbDg  
 

Risk and Portfolios Management 
 
https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KQnVLRUxvOXZ1eUE  
 

Impax Asset Management – An award-winning, leading investment manager dedicated to investing in the opportunities 
created by the scarcity of natural resources and the growing demand for cleaner, more efficient products and services. 

    Topic of increasing concern to long-term investors given the potential impact on their portfolios.  
    “Resource Scarcity and the Efficiency Revolution”.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KU0tkYUJTTHhBYWc  
 

The London School of Economics – The LSE is a public research university specializing in social science.  
    In this paper, they examine the question of whether fighting climate change has the additional advantage of reducing the 

aggregate risk borne by future generations. 
    Simon Dietz; Christian Gollier; Louise Kessler. “The Climate Beta”. Accessed January 8, 2015.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KOFg4QXk3MHFlY2c  
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Mercer – Mercer Institute’s training and development experts consult with corporate or community organizations to build 

and deliver a tailored program. 
    The purpose of the project is to focus on the investment implications of climate change at the total portfolio level and how 

institutional investors might respond.  
    “Climate Change Scenarios: Implications for Strategic Asset Allocation.” 
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KeVctQXc5NVpTd0E  
 

Stanford Management Company – The role of SMC is to invest and manage Stanford University’s endowment and other 
financial assets.  

    The document is the report of their 2014 activities.  
    John F. Powers (President and Chief Executive Officer). “Stanford Management Company 2014 Annual Report”. 

Accessed 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KRGREeTlFdG5Gajg  
 

The Toulouse School of Economics – The TSE is a school of economics and research center at the University of Toulouse.  
    In this paper, they examine the term structures of interest rates and risk premia when the random walk of economic 

growth is affected by some uncertainty.  
    Christian Gollier. “Evaluation of Long-Dated Investments under Uncertain Growth Trend, Volatility and Catastrophes”. 

Accessed September 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KZ1RYUURSOW10VTg  
 

Sustainable Investing 
 
https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KMnE4aml4ZVNVZjQ  
 

CalCEF Innovations – Their mission is to design market and policy strategies and to facilitate the flow of capital in aid of 
the transition to a clean energy economy.  

    This paper summarizes CalCEF’s investigation of clean energy projects and explores a range of policy and market 
solutions to develop it.  

    Eliot Jamison. “From Innovation to Infrastructure: Financing First Commercial Clean Energy Projects”. Accessed June 
2010.  

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KYUFLRmV2RjhfMmM  
 

Cambridge Associates – Leading investment advisor to foundations and endowments, private wealth and corporate and 
government entities.  

    CA has developed performance statistics that evaluate the gross company-level performance of clean tech investments. 
This report introduces these new statistics, describing the methodology and the limitations of our data, and offers 
analysis and observations on performance. 

    Nathan Mazonson; Rich Carson; Stephane Miller. “An Introduction to our Clean Tech Company Performance Statistics”. 
Accessed 2013.  

    https://drive.google.com/drive/#folders/0B1BQvwv4UcQ1WFpQckJJY25yd1E/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KMnE4aml4ZVNVZjQ/
0B0oUiQa7Nc8KfmY3YXc2VkR4Qk44RmdWYnF6aFNvSVBRT2oxb2VyUWtUWXhEMmpPZWhBVW8  

 
CBRE Clarion Securities – Industry-leading global investment management firm specializing in the management of real 

assets including real estate and infrastructure securities. 
    Presentation of the Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs): a way for investors to participate in the growth of production 

from US energy resources in the future while collecting an attractive distribution.   
    Jeremy Anagnos; Hinds Howard. “Master Limited Partnerships: Key Role in the US Energy Renaissance”.          

Accessed January 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/drive/#folders/0B1BQvwv4UcQ1WFpQckJJY25yd1E/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KMnE4aml4ZVNVZjQ/

0B0oUiQa7Nc8Kfk1vcEh1UGtMRnp0NkpkaHpyT01QVjMtUllfUy1FMkxaMU9ra2tDUnVlWFU  
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CERES – Non-profit organization advocating for sustainability leadership. They mobilize a network of investors, 

companies and public interest groups to accelerate and expand the adoption of sustainable business practices and 
solutions to build a healthy global economy.   

    One document provides ten recommendations for investors, companies and policymakers to increase annual global 
investment in clean energy to at least $1 trillion by 2030. Another one provides asset owners and investment managers 
with a framework for reviewing their investment policies and practices to better manage risk, protect principal and 
enhance investment return. The last one offers a detailed set of recommendations for utilities, rating agencies, 
underwriters and investors to better manage the water scarcity challenge.  

    Mark Fulton. “Investing in the Clean Trillion: Closing the Clean Energy Investment Gap”. Accessed January 2014.  
    Peter Ellsworth; Kristen Snow Spalding. “The 21st Century Investor: Ceres Blueprint for Sustainable Investing”.  

Accessed June 2013.  
    Sharlene Leurig. “The Ripple Effect: Water Risk in the Municipal Bond Market”. Accessed October 2010.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KLXhMLUVqcmFhMDQ  
 

Climate Policy Initiative – CPI work to improve the most important energy and land-use policies around the world with a 
particular focus on finance.  

    The documents establish a framework to map current risk mitigation instruments and assess how well these meet the 
demand for risk coverage in low carbon and climate green investment.  

    Gianlo Frisari; Morgan Hervé-Mignucci; Valerio Micale; Federica Mazza. “A Map of Risk Mitigation Instruments for 
Clean Investments”. Accessed January 2013.  

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KVklUaU1jZjg0dFE  
 

DB Bank – German global banking and financial services company.  
    The report outlines the history of sustainable investing from ethical negative screens to socially responsible investing to 

responsible investing. Then looks at how sustainable investing factors have been correlated with superior risk-adjusted 
returns in terms of cost capital and financial performance.  

    Mark Fulton; Bruce M. Kahn; Camilla Sharples. “Sustainable Investing: Establishing Long-Term Value and 
Performance”. Accessed June 2012.  

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KQXN1czFJME1aWGc  
 

International Energy Agency – IEA promote energy security amongst its member countries through collective response to 
physical disruptions in oil supply, and provide authoritative research and analysis on ways to ensure reliable, 
affordable and clean energy.  

    A full picture of global energy investment trends underlines the growing role played by renewable resources of energy.  
    “World Energy Investment Outlook”. Accessed 2014.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KVnhkcXVSaElzUm8  
 

Sustainability Accounting Standards Board – SASB’s mission is to develop and disseminate sustainability accounting that 
helps public corporations disclose material, decision-useful information to investors. 

    The GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines offer reporting principles, standard disclosures and an implementation 
manual for the preparation of sustainability reports by organizations, regardless of their size, sector or location.  

    The conceptual framework serves as additional guidance for the adoption of the standards by corporation and the use of 
material sustainability information by investors.  

    The last document provides guidance to public companies regarding the disclosure requirements as they apply to climate 
change matters.  

    “G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines”; “Conceptual Framework of the Sustainability Accounting Standards Boards”. 
Accessed October 2013.  “Securities and Exchange Commission”. Accessed February 8, 2010.  

    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8Kci16U1lRWjdtcWM  
 

The Toulouse School of Economics – The TSE is a school of economics and research center at the University of Toulouse.  
    How to make finance a better tool for a sustainable society?  
    Christian Gollier. “Finance Durable et Investissement Responsable ”.  Accessed 2009.  
    https://drive.google.com/?tab=mo&authuser=0#folders/0B0oUiQa7Nc8KcWtlNEIxUjRKT2M  
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